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ABSTRACT
FEMINIST CRITIQUE AND THE PUEBLOS AS TEXTUAL:
An Architectural Translation of Monique Wittig
by Margaret Elizabeth Lew
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on April 18, 1986 in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the Degree of Master of Architecture
This thesis poses the question of a feminist architecture that is not
based on 'women' per say - their involvement as architects, their
difference, or as users - but on the possibilities 1), of the world as
perceived, described, invented in feminist theory, and of the facts 2), of
the spatial and building systems created by Pueblo women. I have
looked to feminist research and critical theory, first, to expand its
critique of gender, (as a cultural not a biological construct), to include
architecture; secondly, to find suggestions and characteristics of
alternative constructions. The pueblos provide an architectural text, an
example of the kinds of places women make when they are the ones to
shape the built environment. Both address in their respective ways
questions about the relationship between public and private, between
'units', and how boundaries are characterized and transgressed. Drawing
on both, I make a schematic design that suggests the architectural
qualities that could result from these principles.
The thesis follows in principle one general feminist methodology: The
'peeling away of the layers' of cultural assumption and determinism
through the analysis of remains, remnants, and fragments whether
archaeological, linguistic, etc.; Finally, the critique becomes invention and
transformation. The task is to find in theory (feminist); artifact (the
pueblos); and experiment (the fictional writing of Wittig) - themes,
elements, and attitudes which can have spatial, perceptual, and, thus,
architectural significance.
A portion of the thesis rests on what I have construed to be some
aspects of feminisms' affinity with the complex structuring and
observational methods of Maurice Smith's form language and with the
spirit of user participation and intervention in John Habraken's thematic
design methodology. My assumption is that feminism can help expand
and enrich the theoretical foundation of that work. And vice versa - that
it can introduce theories of form and organization into the feminist
critique of architecture.
Thesis advisor: John Randolph Myer
Title: Professor of Architecture, Head of the Department
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INTRODUCTION
My interest in combining a theoretical base with an architectural application
is a response to recent efforts in the architectural community to link
philosophical thought, symbolism, and ancient historical precedent with
architectural theory and construction. However, the quality and content of
the architecture emerging from this 'post-modern' discourse has been
disappointing because of its tendency to reduce the complex historical use
of form to semantic images which cannot help but to perpetuate,
consciously and unconsciously, certain embedded attitudes of social structure
and values in architectural form.
When a feminist critique is brought to bear on the origins and
interpretations of historical symbols and precedent one begins to realize the
degree to which our perception of 'reality' is steeped in a culturally
conditioned view of ourselves and our relation to the world particularly
concerning gender. Aldo Rossi's "original events"' begin to look differently
when examined from a feminist perspective. Our culture, when faced with
evidence of earlier gynocentric societies, has had a tendency to, in its
perplexity, adjust the information in order to make it fit current cultural
models of gender roles. In accordance with the meaning of criticism - of
revealing or reinstating original texts - feminist analysis benefits by the
special critical facility of those who have as women existed outside the
production of the current cultural texts. Part of the following work attempts
to bring to light the meaning of the active participation of women in those
original events of human gatherings of work and rituals, of movement in the
landscape, and especially the construction of original form. The thesis
introduces the notion of the spatial and formal 'difference' their
participation can make. With these insights, one might be able to reassess
and expand our current understandings of the genesis of human settlement,
architectural form-making and organization.
Borges tells of the revelations of a dying writer, "that the tall proud
volumes "..."were not as his vanity had dreamed - the mirror of the world,
but rather one thing more added..." 2
Aldo Rossi, Architecture of the City, trans. Diane Ghirardo and Joan
Ockman (Cambridge:MIT Press, 1982),115.
2 Jorge Luis Borges, "A Yellow Rose," Dream Tigers (Austin: University of
Texas Press, 1964),p.38.
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And so, biases must be acknowledged and that every interpretative
framework should be seen as additive and not absolute.
Feminist theory describes the larger context and provides the conceptual
framework for the thesis. The word 'feminism', like any term, conceals the
diversity and argument within it. Although seeing the potential for -
misunderstanding, I assume the validity and existence of the feminist
movement. In my understanding it arises, in part, out of a desire to
discover and describe female experience in all aspects of life and within all
disciplines, so as to counter, reevaluate, and overwrite the historical and
cultural accounts whose representation of women is extremely inaccurate and
alienating.
The thesis, however, is not intended as a comprehensive explanation of
feminist thought in and outside of architecture with all the possible
environmental ramifications. Nor is its goal the definition of a 'feminist'
form or architecture. Rather, it is an introduction to and a discussion of the
possibilities. It draws on a small selection of writing, theory, and research
which I have found to be either spatially and/or perceptually suggestive, or
theoretically applicable to the critical reading of architectural history and
theory. My particular choices reflect, what I perceive, to be conscious and
radical attempts to argue from outside, and therefore expose, the boundaries
and skeleton of certain cultural assumptions.
A major catalyst to my thinking is the work of the French writer and
theorist, Monique Wittig, because her concern with structural and perceptual
transformations lends itself to a spatial/temporal interpretation. The
schematic architectural explorations are set in relation to her fictional
writing. Analysis by others of her fiction, along with her own and other
theoretical writing form the basis.of the architectural critique.
PROBLEMS, FEMINIST CRITIQUE OF ARCHITECTURE
Pauline Fowler writes "that architecture lags far behind other cultural
disciplines in developing a feminist analysis."' Part of the difficulty may be
in attempting to formulate a critique of an architecture which has embedded
in it a certain unquestioned cultural definition of'women'. Although all the
Pauline Fowler, "The Public and Private in Architecture: A Feminist
Critique," Women Studies International Forum, Vol. 7, No. 6, 1984, p.449.
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disciplines encounter this problem, architecture seems more inscrutable. This
may be because its obvious subject is never 'women' or 'men' in contrast
to studies of human behaviour and representation dependent for their
expression on a language in which gender is present all the time. We
intuitively know that certain forms and buildings are conducive to certain
uses and feelings. We can guess that a male-created architecture will reflect
a male world view or the values trained in the socialization of men. But to
be able to show explicitly what the characteristics are that make this so,
requires a framework for understanding and describing physical form which
at this point is not a common knowledge. It is my feeling that architecture
as a working language of basic forms and their complex organization is not
conscious. Thus, it is much easier to criticize its gross outward effects than
it is to understand the underlying structure responsible for those effects.
Feminist attempts to discover masculine and feminine principles in
architecture are fraught with problems. Design criteria and formal reference
often include or emphacize only that which is conceived of as uniquely
female: either 1) women's special needs as users- daycare centers, domestic
tasksharing, etc. or 2) the imagery of female reproductive capabilities.
This definition and its subsequent emphasis has yielded solutions which,
although important, often don't transcend programmatic, functional, social
diagrams of spatial organization, and in some cases, promote a spatial icon
of the feminine in architecture as protective or womblike.1
The problem of designating or even celebrating specific feminine qualities
without putting into question the whole construct of femininity and
masculinity is addressed by Wittig. On an analogous literary problem she
writes:
"'Feminine writing' is the naturalizing metaphor of the brutal fact of
the domination of women, and as such. it enlarges the apparatus under
which "femininity" presents itself: that is, Difference, Specificity,
Female Body/Nature." 2
This understanding of these aspects comes from a very general reading,
lectures, and discussion over the years. It does not represent all the
thinking on the matter, but is a strong component. See Hayden, Torre,
among others.
2 Monique Wittig, "The Point of View: Universal or Particular?," Feminist
Issues, Fall 1983, p.63.
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Taking off from de Beauvoir's statement, "One is not born, but becomes
a woman", in Wittig's understanding of the ideological and social
construction of 'woman', she rejects altogether the ideas of women as a
"natural group", "the catagories of sex", and heterosexual, biological
reproductive determinism.
"by admitting that there is a "natural" division between men and
women, we naturalize history".I
...... "It becomes a committed text with a social theme and it attracts
attention to a social problem. When this happens to a text, it is
diverted from its primary aim, which is to change the textual
reality within which it is inscribed." 2
If we apply Wittig's perspective we see that, in some of the feminist
thinking on the built environment, women become, architecturally speaking,
a social problem - not a variable part of the whole world but very
specified piece of a given textual reality, which in terms of architecture
is an imposed built fabric.
While it is important to seek out instances of building that hinge on
female experience, the exaltation of temple embodiments of the goddess
as a true form of women's architecture, is, for me, problematic.
Gynopomorphic projection may not take the form of anthropomorphism in
Sezd 7Tnp fig. 0.1
Monique Wittig, "One is Not Born a Woman," Feminist Issues, Winter
1981, p.48.
2 Wittig, Feminist Issues, Fall 1983, p.65
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architecture but it is a matter of 'difference' within the same
conceptual sexual model of duality. Following this, women are often
identified with the earth, men with the sky. For example, the Pueblos
are described as hugging "Mother earth" while patriarchal religious
architecture is phallic, "straining to leave the earth to reach the male God
in the sky."' Continuing along these lines the configuration of the
Pueblos is described as a labyrinth.2 Labyrinth derives from labrys
meaning lips or also labia, giving this analysis a female sexual
connotation and rooting it in the earth as mother.3 Doubtless the earth
as mother and place of emergence is a strong aspect of the Pueblo
world view. But, this is how a feminist analysis, in searching for the
'female' while deriding the rigid dualism of patriarchy, has a hard time
escaping duality as a basic concept. In comparison, Wittig's fiction
gives a glimpse of what she means by a changed 'textual reality'. For
example:
"It is not the gentle sound of the rain that I hear just now but your
blood falling on the metal..." 4
The body and things ouside the body become interchangeable in form
and scale. It projects the human into its surroundings not as a symbolic
whole but as basic pieces and fragments, in the process incorporating
what is 'outside'of it. This distinguishes it from conventional
anthro/gynopomorphism. While Wittig has been interpreted as advocating
a genderless world, I think that, rather, she is suspending gender as a
primary cultural ordering principle in order to be free to pay attention
to something else. What she has in mind is never in the context of the
1 Judith Todd, "Opposing the Rape of Mother Earth," Heresies: A
Feminist Publication on Art and Politics, Spring 1978, p.91.
2 Todd, Heresies, Spring 1978, p.91.
3 In "The Eternal Weaver," Johnson and Boyd write of the Minoan
labrinths:
"The palace of Knossos was itself called labyrinthos, or "the palace of
the double axes";and both the labyrinthm a universal symbol of the
uterine maze, and the double axe (or labrys), derive their meaning from
the word labrys (lip) which specificall refers to the female labea
protecting the dark entrance to the womb." ( Heresies, Spring 1978, p.65.)
* Monique Wittig, The Lesbian Body, trans. David Le Vay, (New York:
Morrow, 1975), p.90.
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world exactly as we know it. She assumes instead a fundamentally
different one. The exploration of the spatial and formal implications of
that different world as expressed in Wittig's fictional writing is another
major component of this thesis.
My underlying methodology is derived from the following feminist
approaches:
1) Documentaion: Feminist etymology, by showing the transformation of
the meanings of words in time, reveals the social world and attitudes
these changes reflect in terms of the roles and status of women.
2) Challenge to current cultural structures: Feminist criticism and analysis
of patriarchy.
3) Theoretical experiments and inventions....
Methodologically paralleling the above three steps/moves, the thesis is
comprised of:
1) The observation and documentation in conventional architectural terms
of instances of the active participation of women in shaping the built
world and a discussion of its implications by means of cross cultural
comparisons. Using an analogy to language, I am trying to make a
parallel etymological analysis of the transformations of meaning and
structures in the built world. A combination of anthropological and
archaeological information, and physical description can suggest the
extent and characteristics- historically, prehistorically, and
cross-culturally- of women's involvement in the conception and building
of shelter and villages. Making these characteristics clear exposes the
physical and territorial changes that occur when their roles as builders
are diminished and how all this is inextricably tied to kinds of kinship,
social, and political structures.
2) Discussion of concepts of the perception of material, its three
dimensional manipulation, and its meaning within the current cultural and
architectural context.
3) Suggestions for an analogous architectural construction based on and
inspired by principles gleaned from the above 1 and 2; and
corresponding to the imagery of feminist theory and invention.
Specifically the first section "The Social Construction of Form",
translates Wittig's critique of gender, language, and literary production
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into architectural terms. It discusses the effect kinship structures and
residence patterns have on village form and use by women.
The second section, "The Pueblos," presents case studies of matrilocal
pueblo villages. It combines historic accounts, archaeological and
ethnological data with a physical description of the spatial and building
systems. In light of these observations I make a comparative analysis
to two prehistoric settlements in Anatolia (Turkey).
Although this section depends on published information, it also draws
heavily on my own personal observations and analysis of each pueblo
presented. A major underlying task of this section has been to pull
together the disparate and, sometimes, obscure information concerning
women's participation in ceremonial and political life as well as
accounts revealing their roles as builders.
Finally, corresponding and responding particularly to the literary
experiments of Wittig but also to suggestive theoretical passages by
Dellenbaugh, Collard, and Irigaray, the last section, "Schematic
Design/Wittig - Transformations," makes a parallel, (very) schematic
architectural construction. It also draws on the building principles
described in the second section.
It is through the loose relationship and juxtaposition of these parts that,
I hope, a larger picture emerges: the effect cultural/sexual constructs
have on the perception of material and consequently on the three
dimensional manipulation of that material and how a feminist
interpretation can transform it.
I originally wanted to create a format that provides for overlaps in
order to make the thread of ideas in one medium accountable to those
in another. The structure of this thesis has become more linear than
intended. What are the logical connections between the 3 elements
outlined above? Why not make only an indepth empirical investigation
based on research and analysis? To a large extent it has been feminist
research and interpretation that has unearthed the facts of women's
participation. In turn, these facts help call into question the assumptions
that assist the maintenance of patriarchy as an absolute reality. While
the understandings gained can be useful and even inspirational, I believe
that it is crucial to feminist work to make a theoretical flight beyond
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observation and analysis. That Wittig explores in her fiction the ideas
of her theoretical writing (or vice versa), helps her to transcend critique
and for her work to become invention.
Thus feminism, while criticizing and revealing one textual reality,
invents/creates another. The thesis proposes that a similar critique and
transformation can occur within architectural theory and expression.
"Our reality is the fictional as it is socially accepted, our symbols
deny the traditional male culture, and we possess an entire fiction
into which we project ourselves and which is already a possible
reality. It is our fiction that validates us." I
15
1 Wittig, Author's note, The Lesbian Body, pp.9,10.
The phrase 'The Social ConstructionTHE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
of Form' can take on different OF FORM
meanings.
1) The Social Construction of Form
suggests the ways social structure of
human relationships and kinships is
expressed in architecture in the
arrangement and relationship of rooms,
houses, streets, public buildings, etc.
2) The Social Construction of Form
implies how form is affected by a
culture's perception of it. Form is
defined as "The shape and structure of
something as distinguished from its
material."" For my purposes
architectural form will describe the V
shaping and the subsequent structuring
of its material in all its states and
transformations. The basic elements fig. 1.1
include solids, air, and liquid as they
interact with the things that integrally
affect it - for example light (moon, sun)
and time with all the transformations
they incur, like the cyclical changes of
the day, season, month, and of decay.
Here form itself is a neutral thing which
takes on the particular qualities and
meanings given it by those perceiving
and manipulating it; form is seen
therefore created by the culture, a result
of how the culture defines and sees
these elements and their interactions.
1.2
1 All definitions are from Webster',
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary.
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In both examples Form takes on the meaning given it by the Social.
This section explores, in particular, how women and feminist theory and
invention affect and are affected by these two statements. These issues
then serve to provide a conceptual foundation for the next section which
presents and analyzes the work of the Pueblo women as a built example
in the context of their social structure.
1
My original basic assumption is that, in general, women's attitudes about
form and space - its perception, use, and construction - may differ
from men's. And that their active involvement could result in a
differently conceived and shaped world. The empirical trueness or
falseness of this assumption is of little importance for the purposes of
this thesis, because it allows one the licence to imagine that world. The
sources from which one can glimpse these possibilities of difference are
diverse. For example, Carol Gilligan found in her study of psychological
and moral development' that women tended to solve moral dilemas
contextually, that is, dependent on their relationships with others and the
surrounding context. Men, on other hand, saw themselves as living
within a framework of rules and laws, whether to uphold or break them,
but always a determining factor. It seemed women would rather bend,
adjust, or ignore the rules rather than risk severing connections. The
lack of definition and certainty inherent in that attitude is in various
forms a theme repeated over and over again in feminist theory and
work, in women's descriptions of their lives. It often comes down to
the ambiguity rather than the clarity of boundaries. This attitude or
principle vehemently expresses itself in seemingly incongruous places: In
the experimental writing of French feminist, Monique Wittig; in Pueblo
building and its territorial use; in the description of the yard as a
another room in a short story about organic extension, "Everyday Use",
by Alice Walker; in Irigaray's or Dellenbaugh's descriptions of women's
'being'; and of course Gilligan's findings.
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Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1982).
In order to expand on this, I will first use (primarily) Wittig's critique of
gender, language, and literary production as an analogy, to discuss the
social construction of Form and how it applies to architectural
construction.
The perception and concept of our relationships with our surroundings is
rooted/reflected in language. Collard writes about how certain 'primitive'
cultures use of holphrases expresses a connection between the speaker
and subject in a way not made easily possible by the syntax of
European languages. She finds this same principle of connectedness in
the Latin root of the word animal. "The word animal is based on the
Latin anima (soul)." Therefore in earlier times they were "called animals
because they were en-souled," spiritually related. In a transformation of
meaning and attitudes, eventually "animal and beast became
synonomous"; beast meaning "that which is feared".'
While acknowledging the power language has in not only reflecting but
determining these kinds of relationships, ("A plastic action on the real"-
Wittig) 2 , these examples and transformations show that language is far
from static or universal in meaning and form. Architectural form and the
nature of its organization in shaping our spatial world shares these
abilities.
Wittig writes:
"The question of language as raw material is not a futile one,
since it may help to clarify how in history and in politics the
handling of language is different. In history and politics words
are taken in their conventional meaning. They are taken only for
their meaning, that is in their more abstract form. In literature
words are given to be read in their materiality. But one must
understand that to attain this result a writer must first reduce
language to be as meaningless as possible in order to turn it
into a neutral material- that is , a raw material. Only then is
one able to work the words into a form. (This does not signify
1 Andree Collard, "Rape of the Wild," Trivia, 2 Spring 1983, pp.69,80.
2 Monique Wittig, "The Mark of Gender," Paper given for the Poetics of
Gender Colloquium, Maisor Francaise, Columbia University, New York,
Nov. 15, 1984.
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that the finished work has no meaning , but that the meaning
comes from the form, the worked words.)""
How and when does a material and its forms become marked with
meaning? Or in architectural work how does a certain configuration of
horizontal and vertical defintion and boundaries take on the meaning of,
for example, a 'house'? Her statement, "History is related to people,
and literature is related to forms", 2 is analogous to her critique of
women as historically and socially 'marked', an historical fabrication of
meaning. Thus,
... "that what we take for the cause or origin of oppression is in
fact only the mark imposed by the oppressor: the "myth of
woman," plus its material effects and manifestations in the
appropriated consciousness and bodies of women. Thus, the this
mark does not preexist oppression: Collette Guillaumin has
shown that before the socioeconomic reality of black slavery, the
concept of race did not exist, at least not in its modern
meaning, since it was applied to the lineage of families.
However, now, race, exactly like sex, is taken as an "immediate
given," a "sensible given," "physical features," belonging to a
natural order. But what we believe to be a physical and direct
perception is only a sophisticated and mythic construction, an
"imaginary formation," which reinterprets physical features (in
themselves as neutral as any others but marked by the social
system) through the network of relationships in which the are
perceived. (They are seen black, therefore they are black; they
are seen as women, therefore, they are women. But before being
seen that way, they are made that way.)" 3
She identifies as similar the historical and political fact that has created
and 'marked' women irregardless of their underlying being with the fact
of historical/political language as imbued with ideological meaning
different than the neutral unmarked words basic to literary production.
1 Monique Wittig, "The Trojan Horse," Feminist Issues, Fall 1984, p.47.
2 Wittig, Feminist Issues, Fall 1984, p.46.
3 Monique Wittig, "One is Not Born A Woman," Feminist Issues , Winter
1981, pp. 48,49.
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In this way, Wittig's conceptual extension of her original critique of
gender provides the framework for me to analyze the working of the
material of physical building, its forms, and the advent of its historic
and social meaning. If what we consider constitutes a building and its
boundaries, building types, or the designation of specific functions to be
housed by a building are the result of certain cultural realities, what are
these assumptions, and at what point do our attitudes determine reality
rather than describe? As "Physical definitions provide clues which
invariably affect our perception and behaviour within the environment""
so does our perception affect and create the reality of those physical
definitions.
At the ideological level, the postmodernist architect's tendency to
reproduce complete or fragmented historical images in the present
context serves as an example. For me, Rossi's 2 cemetery recalls the
cellars of the Roman Coliseum and the Nazi furnaces. It is perhaps
meant as an ironic statement, a transformation of original historical
meanings. But what if we were to forget about precedent and the
presence of irony? What, then has Rossi made? If we strip away the
reference to a physical manifestation of historic oppression, what
Vivian Fung, "Explorations in Additive Associative Design," Master's
Thesis, Dept. of Architecture, M.I.T., 1985.
2 Aldo Rossi is an Italian architect and theoretician, author of the
influential Architecture of the City.
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1.3
remains in the form he has created -
does it become free of oppressive
qualities? Or, is there something about
this particular working of form, its
organization of material, space, light, and
shadow in relation to human experience
and dimension that cannot escape a
certain response or meaning? It becomes
a real action. Michael Grave's Humana
building, made for the mythmakers of the
1980's, the Humana artificial heart
institute, furnishes another example.
The physical symmetry of both of these
formal organizations connotes an
inescapable totality of form. One's
experience of each place, one's
orientation and understanding is always
in relation to that immutable totality
which exists in itself and relies on
nothing else. It is a complete 'body' and
could exist in absolute darkness for the
kind of understanding it requires. So,
even without historical background it is
the innate social display of the all
powerful. The structure of the form
itself creates that kind of meaning no
matter what its function or program.
There are no choices during one's
interaction with this building either in the
perception of it from the outside or
while within it. In its inhabitation, one is
always located in relation to its defined
center, arms, etc.
Another kind of historical marking of
form says what, in building form,
constitutes a house, an office building, a
1.4 1.5
III ils I
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n'n'
city hall.' Funtionally designated objects give an inherent social meaning
to the physical. Each has a given form - variable, but recognizable in
its qualities of boundaries and relationships. In either the forms of
Rossi or the physical designation of social boundaries, each particular
configuration is the projection of the individual I/subject into the
physical built world- complete, defined, and present embodiments - "ego
centric stasis" 2
- with sharp edges. For the most part there is no ambiguity. The lines
of public and private are physically drawn and enforced.
Theories of autonomous architecture recognize that there is an element
within architecture which stands separately from culture and use. This is
illustrated when the functional use of a building changes drastically from
that for which it was originally intended--by either the same culture or a
previous culture. But in repeating certain configurations and relying on
once or more removed symbolic meanings, their forms thus continue to
be steeped with meaning, historical and oppressive. In fact, it
perpetuates the uncritical and unconscious universalization of a particular
interpretation and kind of form. Rossi's type world of objects becomes
an unspoken, structural given.
Another example of 'Symbolic' meaning overlaid onto the physical world
is from the culture of Australian aborigines. Elizabeth Fisher writes of
their response to and interaction with the landscape that they with:
"a very sparse material culture".... "and whose passing on the
land leaves few marks behind,"....."have a network of myths and
lore connected with each hill, each rock, each pool in their
horde country".... "Moreover, the tales associated with each
physical marker-soaks, springs, lakes, water holes, rocks,
mounds, distinctive groups of trees - also have a functional use.
Originally I wrote "a house, marketplace, a public forum..." Those last
words represent a situation before a transformation of meaning in
architecture that occured over the millenia in that they connote a
lively and flexibly used place rather than our current physically
bounded functions.
2 Maurice Smith, "Fragments of Theory/Pratice," Space and Society 18,
June 1982, p.48.
3 See Wittig's analysis of structuralism in "The Straight Mind," Feminist
Issues, Summer 1980.
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They serve as geographic references so that the literary
anchoring of the landscape becomes an annotated, personalized
map. One water hole was formed when the turkey Geranglgu
entered the ground; at Lake Baragu the star Gigi fell down; at
another lake the Rainbow Snake emerged; he ended his travels
at the rock hole which is named after him. Here the Great
Mother Gadjeri sat down and rested, there she disappeared and
at another point on the landscape emerged again. This
knowledge is essential in the wandering of the tribes, for it
tells them how long they should walk before obtaining water,
where certain plants grow, or where animals are likely to come
and drink." 1
What Fisher describes is, arguably, an architectural experience - utilizing
distance, physical formation, dimension, light, and time. It is an
experience with the meaning conceived in the users mind. But unlike
Grave's building it is an experience totally dependent on things outside
of itself and out of present time for its understanding.
2
may your understanding embrace the complexity of the play of
the stars and the feminine agglomerations...." 2
From the extensive and substantial feminist critical questioning in the
theoretical and literary worlds we learn that the common rules of
language not only seem to allow a rigorous critique of parts, etc. but
also manipulation and literary experimentation. And that the very
success of the breaking or transforming of particular conventions (which
is critical in itself) is made possible by that shared vocabulary. So,
even as language "violently shapes" (Wittig) our world it can also be
used to reshape, to transform; that language can change and does
constantly, meanings and forms. What are the linguistic counterparts in
the built world? How do they shape our perceptual reality - our
understanding of the interation of physical elements - light, material, and
Elizabrth Fisher, Women's Creation: Sexual Evolution and the Shaping of
Society, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1979), p.129.
2 Monique Wittig, The Lesbian Body, p.
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the effects of the temporal in
decay or the cyclical changes of
the day and season? How do
they connote attitudes of what
is an edge or a boundary;
inside, out, or neither; where we
are in relation to this or that?
To break away from a solely
culturally defined and delimited
version of architecture, Maurice
Smith's form language (a kind
of grammar of form) offers an
alternative. It provides a
physical analogy to Wittig's
'unmarked', literary 'raw
material'. Yet even as a system
of observation and notation that
describes variation and
complexity rather than reductive
types and models it is product
of its historical time. To the
best of my knowledge Smith's
I. Habitable landscape
This continousthabitable landscape is a particular n collage-field ofTe untraine
formal definitions/materials/colours/lights.. the resence of each *growth
forna family... is optional, additive, and self-stabl while (it) intensifies at
varying sizes the reciprocal form of the bay-water/land reciprocity - plan
low (asbelter in outreach*) relief.
Perception of larger landscape includes the multi-meaninged #FORM* of
the reciprocally unbuilt...
(The general diagram would persist when specific built-form (e.g. ... to
harbour-town, etc.) reinforces/adds to/redefimes parts of the already
*usable*
assemblage.eieales
2. Continuous surface (a) contalment
Partia containment ,
shelter (add ouse U'ss) glacier-carved into the
plain/plateau ravine walls
- evine / -abri/cave
continuous/epublica discontinuous/aprivate* a
acors i dicorred protectiveThe single-sided surface of the., aeis - hab table
abiris s hausable
where dimensions permit - usatle
Trees etc. on vertically displaced *horizonta surfaces present the canyon
- ground
wallas ll otenialy -habitablewalt as all potentialty by further lateral reduction and/or
addition.(See also Nos. 10 and 16)
3. Crystalline assemblage
More like the facetted pmanes of buildings, here is a landscapecomponenta
assemblage of potentially double-sied surfaces..
s i borszeatal still dominates the vertical).The system esnot extend by easy modular accretion; rather each
surface light continue as required
edge dark stop optionally
The larger esartacesst * inhbitedii
defini ti - are recognisably - ap by collectivised
smaller members. In places these smaller participants are in greatest relief,
both convex and concave..
DiretlanalVertia shadows (negative) step-generate the full acilifa height.
Above, displaced laterally by the agrounda, are light cylinders (positive
continuing the everticalj direction of the ofields. Note that (in all these
*exemplars)
a control, not planes, much less eg and never, points!
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4. *RocksIn the sand/conntility
Given the need for easy continuities cGO) and for -onGicn he ee fr aypublic macresent f~4) relative pnvicies
(STOP); this beach offers, in analogue alternative means to both cellular
suddivision (by planes of control) and cellular addition to d ed
-r -. -ey 5 access.
Varying privacies are f deployedro-k f'"aeield- juxtaposed so (thao easy o"-going
grouped
- cain has great variation from narrow to wide, closed to open.
Material and Form: Differences of physical definition are maximised
(ongoing sand' while oUSEs is never singular (e.g., arocks maybe
sarface tension #rocks*
. (At a larger size, the erocksa could be the built form , the sand
, private .Aa -urban
,he unbuiltlandscape
ii 5. flockss fleld/continuityPredominance of surface-tension containments affords limited accessto/through/around double surfaced penetrable Nclosures.* Li-k remain.darkapublicn including the esky* - reciprocally diagrammed with 3Dpnvate a fully-occupied 0and. Reduction of access, ds - still exemplifies
variable use possibilities, eschews singular desire-epres ' to pres " reads
separation control.
(See also Nos. 4. 10, and 14)
6. Condinuous urface (b) stepped directon
Though crystalline this t' ' exemplifiesopnaloccupationzone opinlocptn
inhabitation at intensification of next largest built size. i.e. (Size 6)
bc-nses initially claim parts of the alinea* ,network indentions/ravines
citizens
that add-up larger surfaces. The stepped terraces in turn can harbour
collection of room-nsie internally f contiments.
(See also Nou. 5, 10 and 16)
7. as'nek/'ren (a) pe
Open screen-field (of self-sown woods) permits maximal continuity of available
3-D espaces.
territory
Dimensions are incompletely - - - rather than nStae contained
as in No. 2.
Direct #Use* is limited to the framework-field continuing-pavillion
paradigm, 3-D, screen, etc.
(Earl obliteration of lineal family by subsequent predominant closure-
stabi lty definitions would contradict the initial self-definition - it should,
then, not have been made.)
8. Framework/screen (b) aCteseda
Screens have edensifieda towards containment.
Athisstageas -Tn each family in the lateral transformation
abehaciour*between - a- extremes. while still a true *screen,* these
attributes of partial containment (by addition) approach those of a
continous surface interrupted enough (by reduction) to provide a
half and half material abalance.*
*Mirrored* open
This state of ereflected* optioralireeaxchng
similar behavioar ffords direct exchange
between these two families - both the lightand the dark aresky screen-frame
sirtually -continuoas
reciprocally self-stable
(See also No. 12)
9. Registration
Intensification of Directional Field Definitions is alo directional.
The stepped adarks form is straight-edged on one side while the
opposite varied
other stepped
Thia principle (Formal orientation) is observable (for e.g.) in the most
add icie
roofcapes - where if lead roof edgae t heanoaps or. outer refegsntangentialth
snnr highe edge iltl o5Lnt ka s r idlPnn ege wll -, In reverse, continuous
--ecedi eg e"change -ahassings
encourage varied eaves.
allow
In light-screens, registration Is likely to - the zone of
one-edge/jamb/corner at the expense of the other.
r$
- r i
form language is influenced by
the European era confluence of
scientific field theories; in art,
the cubists, Klee, etc.; in
philosophy, Husserl's
phenomenology; etc. (implied in
Smith's lectures)
Nevertheless, its language of
elements, forms and their
structure - taken from
observation of the complex
landscape and indigenous
architecture - attempts to reveal
the 'original texts' of
architectural material and form.
Its attempts to define the
characteristics of physical
configurations in a basic way is
a step. towards developing a
form vocabulary that escapes
the embedded meanings
illustrated in the work of Rossi
and Graves. This vantage point
enables it to describe as well
the architecture of reduction as
we know it - the grids and
symmetries, etc. - since it is
also comprised of material,
dimensions, and relationships.
It supplies the working physical
language that can assist a
translation of the
fragmentations, dispersals,
transformations, and
reassemblies of Wittig's
experimental writing because it
conceives of architecture in
something of the same way.
10. oluilts landseape Inh bitat i
exemplifies ome principles in additive assemblage. The partialocpation*
containment as found in No. 2 has been clie , and extended laterally
by shed addtoes and veicu'y by enctonsures above the abtts .Further
extended claims step-reach from the lowest use-level, incteding use-heights
ON the higher terrace. The field of strnight edgm here is vertical, affording
lateral ;se-surfcce variation.(See also Nms 9 and 16)
It. Light/dark self-stabillty: concavity/convexity: plane/forn
Territorially dislaced occupation alternating here in 3 directions, ensures a
*balance* in - mes-h, similar to the ohabitables building-wall courtyard
NO light street
of ongoing habitable urbanities.
Defined in similar additive DIMENSIONS, asses and occupation ace frer
to differ is ongoing aapuce,a withoat the stultifying strictsre of scouter)-
line-balanceda self-focused isolation.
Here is the changing abalances of outgoing LIFE, not the ego-centric stasis
of (encironmental) DEATH.(See also No. 8)
12. Reciprocate condinuity: additee incompledon
At acollectie* ts a w di-iz- iner'eh--atight -a dwak dara nelok-a
assemblage size. sframeds levels (*floora, sill, window head and again,
*flo'rs) are defined in alternating continuity.(i.e., where the floor continues, the sill stops short (in its bays); if the sill
continuem, the bend stops, etc..
in the S elevationat abaysa lihl-rntions, registered rem the open,
left, exchange directionally wth eversed closed right.(See also Nos. 5 and I1)
13. Cumsatinuve sleo adlve density
- Smaller -parts concentrate together in offsetparticipants act tehrist~epped sei
(including fiings) to slive witha the larger definitions.
There is no hierarchy of importance ; simply intrinsic differences ofThreisnohirach o ipono cepower
georaphy-
-Th sqnare tile if positioned orthographically, would asays. STOP... -
diua~ltl sys, action.)
14. Reinforced/use-Intensified associative lId
Parallel displaced stairs in varying qantity agenerates one entireextent
nside of extent osquare.s The opposite side is largely open, built-up
es,t6y,_ by (the) much smatter additive steps.
at nroom* size
DRectio a stair/runs are read directly, the MOST cumulative effort -s for
the public street - More (intensification) is certainly not less (association).
- **wa"s'"ong'othecontinuous'"rface"f'iy, so'edg''ndopengs
cannot be udominateds by other edges , unlike the framework addition of
No. 12.
15. Crystallane bulit-fleld - form growth
I Repetitive oUnits in true growth-form are directions, NOT the UNITS or
grids of stacked unassembled uilding-material.
L if, as here, the EXTENT of each eted plane is optional, within agreedfaplace
limits, the collective assemblage will present close-endless variety AND
particular without theatric or solationism Coloridentification cosnmetics Light
material and oUSE* are EXTRA variants.
1Inl tusivle of thus presious cuhristtstl/atirntltwh bunt Indadne of
Cordes
rai -, Fo 9m _R , n flE
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Unlike texts that strive for completion and stasis, Wittig's subject is one
whose "extension into space could be described as being like Pascal's
circle, whose center is everywhere and whose circumference is nowhere."
Similarly, although in a different medium, Smith also questions
completion:
"In this house, there's consistent incompletion of any geometry
except in the details. There are threshholds, building materials
and surface (tiles, etc.) that contain squares and occasional
windows, but in general we have to move about additively in
order to build up an associative completion, The 'whole' cannot
be experienced from any one position." 2
Wittig's fiction elucidates these concepts of
perception/relationship/material. In order to acheive these 'complexities'
Wittig rewrites 'I' or 'je' as j/e -- the relative 'I' not 'I' as absolute
subject. She says this is a transformation to "change the tonality of
relationship." 3 She deconstructs/dismembers the whole in order to
disperse, redistribute, and re-member the parts, challenging the
perception of what the 'body' is. In another kind of explanation she
states: "J/e is the symbol of the lived, rending experience which is m/y
writing, of this cutting in two which throughout literature is the excerise
of a language which does not constitute m/e as a subject. J/e poses the
ideological question of feminine subjects." 4
The following are excerpts that are I have found to be physically,
spatially, and perceptually suggestive. In one theme, the body itself is
racked by transformation, time, decay, and fragmentation:
"...your viscera your blood your arteries your veins your hollow
habitations your organs your nerves their rupture their spurting
forth death slow decomposition stench being devoured by worms
Wittig, "The Point of View: Universal or Particular?" Feminist Issues,
Fall 1983, p.65.
2 Smith, Space and Society, no. 18, p.60.
3 Wittig, Poetics of Gender Colloquim, 1984.
* Wittig, author's note, The Lesbian Body, p.10.
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your open skull, all will be equally unbearable to her." 1
Or:
"The fingers form palms to swim extended on either side of
the great masses, they touch make contact grasp each other, the
window opens abruptly under the thrust of our limbs floating
on a great body of bluish lactic liquid, the water rises iodized
translucent, it reaches the topmost brancher of the last visible
2trees,
There is a constant shifting of scale, time, physical position; an
interchangeability of elements, jle often incorporates much of that which
is outside of it. The parts of the body are confused with, entwined with
others and other elements:
"I discover that your skin can be lifted layer by layer"....."mly
hands are plunged in the soft hemispheres, I seek the medulla
and the cerebellum tucked in somewhere underneath"....."every
cry blocked in your throat your last thoughts behind your eyes
caught in mly hands..." 
Although often striking in its immediacy, parts of her work exhibit what
Shaktini describes as:
"This juxtaposition of absence with presence has the effect of making
relative the otherwise absolute logocentric privilege of presence over
absence. Wittig thus deconstructs her own word-centered positionality,
situationing herself now in the center, now in the margin, signifying now
what is present, now what is absent." There is not meaning in the
thing itself but only through the constant shifting - places, sizes, time,
dying, fragmenting, reconstitution, position.
A physical, spatial translation of this could be a place and its
experience that delights in its multiple realities:
... "I allow mlyself to be reached by your ten 'thousand glances
Wittig, The Lesbian Body, p.15
2 Wittig, TLB, p.26.
Wittig, TLB, p.17.
4 Namascar Shaktini, "Displacing the Phallic Subject: Wittig's Lesbian
Writing" Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society, Vol. 8 No.
1, Autumn 1982, p.39.
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or if you prefer by the single glances of your ten thousand eyes
but it is not the same, such an immense gaze touches mle
everywhere, I hesitate to move, if I raise mly arms towasrd the
sun you slant your your eyes to adjust to the light, they sparkle
but you look at mle or else if I should move into the shade I
am cold your eyes are not visible".... 1
Or a building which experientially adjusts, slants, receives, includes,
transforms.
3
"I will wait for her in the yard that Maggie and I made so
clean and wavy yesterday afternoon. A yard like this is more
comfortable than most people know. It is not just a yard. It is
like an extended living room. When the hard clay is swept
clean as a floor and the fine sand around the edges lined with
tiny, irregular grooves, anyone can come and sit and look up
into the elm tree and wait for the breezes that never come
inside the house." 2
This is not only a 'yard' but an extension of the inside outside, a place
where the wind can be felt where it is not excluded. Although bounded
by "edges" itself, it is a transgression of the original bounding of the
"house". The yard further extends itself in the branches of the elm tree.
Taken literally this passage describes a well used yard but it also
speaks of overlap and interaction of elements, of flexibility and
extension. In architectural theory Habraken points out there is no
absolute one to one relationship of form to territorial use and control.
Nonetheless, can building elements and forms be so structured as to
allow or inhibit certain use or qualities of relationship? This is the
question of the Social construction of form.
If how we structure information about ourselves in the world affects
what we see, what is the case in more direct architectural terms of
overall systems of building and planning?
A neutral physical support system of walls, openings, and dimensions
1 Wittig, TLB, p.18.
2 Alice Walker, "Everyday Use," In Love and Trouble, (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1967-) p.47.
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which presupposes particular family
structures with certain kinds of
boundaries, at a minimal level begins to T
structure the social. The organization of
streets and the supply of utilities and
services structures, the political. In the
character of the relationships between
units and to the larger scale aspects of
a town or city, certain patterns become
discernable - patterns of public/private
and of the rigidity or ambiguity of
boundaries. It is with an analysis of
both the built and the territory along
with the structure of their overall
interaction that these characteristics
become evident. The nature of these
patterns have inherent meaning for
women, in that these structures and ~
their interfaces play a large part in
supporting or inhibiting women's selves,
creating either autonomous or 1.11
dependent, isolated or connected beings.
What are the underlying factors?
Mainstream architectural analysis sees
that variations of climate, economics,
and political control can determine
appropriate formal, physical responses.
Rarely, though, is the question of what
constitutes a household anything more
than an implicit, underlying assumption. B
Nor is it seen as another form of
political control. C
Wittig puts it most strongly:
"The consequence of this tendency
towards universality is that the 40
straight mind cannot conceive of 1.12 ouRNIn ETE
a culture, a society where
V
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heterosexuality would order not
only all human relationships but
also its very production of
concepts and all processes which
escape consciousness, as well." 1
Architecturally applied these "processes which escape consciousness"
produce the units and boundaries of the nuclear family.
Analysis of building systems in terms of women presents a paradox.
That is, even if one chooses for a case study a built example of a
nonpatriarchal society that does not follow the structure of the nuclear
family, it is still defined in terms of kinship, therefore predicated on
reproduction and focused on the 'domestic' sphere. That is, although the
structure is different than what we know, it is still described in the
terms that give great importance to the biological reproductive unit
whether or not that is the generating relationship of that society. That
this is a factor that physically orders the "textual reality within which"
architectural production "is inscribed" is difficult to escape. To change
this 'textual reality' challenges the limitations in architectural terms of
the fit between social structure and form. As discussed earlier, the built
interactions of light, air, land, water and the character of their edges in
their separation or confusion come into play - rooting these just as
much as the obvious social configurations in prescribed patterns of
preception and attitudes.
With a physical analysis of patterns, structures, distributions, of
resonance and relationship, a comparative analysis of the social
construction of form would point to different spatial characteristics in
the absence of the active participation of women. Although I would like
to posit these architectural components less on the fact of women's
absence or presence as a marked group, at least such an approach
provides a beginning description of the built environment that does not
deny their existence.
In order to find case study examples I followed the strategy of
anthropologists, Alice Schlegel2 and Peggy Sanday 3 who sought to
Monique Wittig, "The Straight Mind," Feminist Issues, Summer 1980,
107.
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refute the sweeping conclusions of earlier studies (Chodorow, Ortner,
Rosaldo:74) of the "universality of female subordination" where men are
always associated with culture and the public and women with nature
and the private. To find instances where either this is not true or the
story more complex, Schlegel and Sanday looked outside of the norm to
matrilineal societies. Matrilineal is defined as "relating to, based on, or
tracing descent through the maternal line." It has been theorized to have
been a general condition prior to either an awareness of or the belief in
the importance of paternity. Therefore, kin are those sharing the known
blood relationship with the mother not the father.
Schlegel writes that "matrilocality gives women the advantage of uniting
natal with marital households" and "is an organizational pattern which
allows for a high degree of female autonomy, or control of the adult
married woman over her person and property, and grants her positions
of some importance outside the domestic group."' In my own work, I
found the matrilocal residence pattern often accompanied by the active
participation of women in the location, conception, and construction of
shelters and villages. In examples like the Pueblos of urban like density,
their work shaped the public in the form of plazas, access systems, and
ceremonial space as well as the private. It is no coincidence that when
women have had an active voice in the shaping of a culture and its
products, that the result is a departure from our own culture's notions
about the sexual division of labor. The social and cultural structures that
ascribe innate qualities and ability according to gender shape both
definitions and expectations of gender. Our culture's idea of what is
normal never encompasses the diversity and complexity of variables.
For example, among the Pueblos the men weave, and before European
influence women were the primary builders. The Navajo women weave
and have economic control over the sheep. In many nomadic cultures
the men have responsibility for the livestock while the women fabricate
and construct the shelters.2 It is not unheard of for women to hunt and
trap and men to gather. The list goes on to reverse every assumed
male or female task. The erasure of the
Schlegel, Male Dominance and Female Autnonomy, 1972, p.98,99.
2 Labelle Prussin, "Tents: Lady of the Builders," Mimar, 4, April-June,
1982.
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participation of women in any other
than the roles ordained in the
interpreter's/observer's/ historian's
culture is a fact revealed by feminist
research.
I want to document here the importance
marital residence patterns have for
women in the following cross cultural
examples. They tell something about
how women inhabit the built
environment, their freedom of
movement, and their sense of belonging
in the public and private spheres.
Architectural examples follow in the
next section.
First, Vana Tentokali researched a
patrilineal, patrilocal Muslim town in
northeastern Greece.' When her
photographs show an unhappy young
woman, she is in her husband's house
where she is a stranger in her 'home',
the trainee of her mother in law. When
Vana asks "who is she?" the answer is
nobody, she is nothing. When you see
a young woman smiling she is visiting
her natal family. In this case the
women, the mother-in-law and her
daughter(s)-in-law, who are using the
house all day are not only strangers but
non-entities to each other. They are
domestic and farm caretakers not
owners. The men are free to inhabit the
streets, the cafes, and the mosques.
Vana Tentokali, Presentation of
research, Fall 1984, M.I.T.
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Women, however, are rarely seen
outside of the isolation of their
husband's homesteads.
An example of a patrilocal polyandrous
pattern in the Jaunsar area in the
Himalayas of northern India exhibits
some similarities." Usually a set of
brothers marries a woman and she
moves to their. homestead so the
property remains in the paternal line.
The custom that a man must marry
within his caste but outside his village
results in a twofold distinction for
women: as a 'rhanti' when in her
husband's village where she is of low 1.51.15 AREA
status and works extremely hard, and as
a 'dhanti' in her own village when she
returns for festivals and has
considerable freedom. Barreness is a
sin and grounds for divorce.2 Thus,
"The frequency of divorce, therefore,
makes the wife a very weak link in the
family organization." It is thought that
the unequal ratio of men (56%) to
women (44%) led to this practice. Yet
this disparity could as well be, the
results of female infanticide. In both
these examples the woman's connection
to her living place and a sense of
R.N. Saksena, Social Economy of a
Polyandrous People, (2nd ed. revised,
New York: Asia Publishing House, 1962).
2 In an example from another culture: 1.16 wuE, CrT
"In the Old Testament, women who
have given birth only to daughters are
called barren." Ann Dellenbaugh, "She
Who Is....," Trivia, 1, Fall 1982, p.51
V
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security is solely dependent on a
tenous relationship with her husband(s).
In the Hopi case the extended resident
household is comprised of the mother,
her sisters, their daughters, and
unmarried sons, along with the husbands
who are not related to each other. The
primary responsibilities of the men are
to the fields and the male ceremonial
societies all of which are designated
through their own mother's clan. Even
though they have no authority over
either sisters or their wives, the men
are not powerless and play important
roles in the ceremonial life of the
village. Their "divided loyalties"
between their wife's and mother's clans
serve to cut across clan lines and to
integrate the village as a whole. In this
case the women are building for
themselves as the primary users of the
built territory, a cooperative architecture
built for collective use. The builders are
the ones who, with the designation of
the social, political, or economic
structure, feel like they have the
jurisdiction to do so.
These examples represent extremes. I
believe that some of the underlying
principles in the patrilocal cases can be
recognized in our own system, in the
built, physical isolation and separation
of women. That these
architectural/social structures hinge on a
defined family group and the control of
women and property within that group
eventis what utually results in the defined,
froM OFtAK EN -
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built boundaries. It is based on the
hierarchical model of vertical
relationship illustrated in the diagram.
In order to move laterally or
horizontally between places at equal
levels of privacy one must first move
out to the public. If women are
restricted from or afraid within any of
those more public levels their lateral
movement will be severely inhibited.
Each of the perpendicular lines of the
diagram are cut.
This has been a general discussion of
boundaries, edges, relationship , and
definition in the perceptual and formal
sense, and in the social sense. The
following Pueblo section carries the
discussion of these issues into
examples and analysis of their physical
dimensions and configurations. What
happens when women are building?
1.18
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INTRODUCTION The direct conjunction of a
collective building tradition and matriclan-based
matrilocality produces recognizable configurations
in terms of access, spatial organization,
relationships, and territory. Once these
characteristics are understood, I feel it will be
possible to apply this information to other
settlement examples in order to perceive their
generating residence and inheritance patterns and,
consequently, the degree of isolation or
cooperation amongst women. Feminists since the
19th century have been aware that the nuclear
family structure and its building system imposed a
physical isolation on women, separating them from
each other, especially since their participation in
economic and political life was severely limited.
Because women were (and are) so identified with
the domestic as a sphere distinct from the
'public', their solutions focused on physically
facilitating domestic task-sharing. However, the
basic concept of public and private remains. The
THE PUEBLOS
And so they have a notable
affection for them and for
the things of the Church, which
they attend with notable love
and devotion. As the churches
and monasteries they have
made, fully testify. Of all
the which it will seem an
enchantment to state that sump-
tuous and beautiful as they
are, they were built solely
by the women and by the
boys and girls of the curacy.
For among these nations it is
the custom for the women to
2.1
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pueblos exhibit a construct where women as
naturally and freely inhabit the 'public' as well as
'private' spheres - not only by virtue of the fact
that they feel free to use it, but that the
economic and ceremonial functioning of their lives
requires that they do. It is structured so that
one's sense of personal territory is dispersed,
overlapping, and ambiguous. By being flexible and
providing many optional choices the physical
definition and construction supports this.
It is in the use and definition of exterior territory
that the quality of the relationship between the
public and private is most accentuated and how
these settlements can be differientiated from other
collective building traditions. To make these
comparisons would be the subject of another
study. However, some of the questions one might
ask are, how defined or ambiguous are the street
definitions? Are they totally independent of
outdoor use areas? What degree of horizontal
relationship or communication between units
exists?
build the walls; and the men
spin and weave their mantas,
and go to war and the chase;
and if we [try to) oblige
some man to build wall, he
runs away from it, and the
women laugh. And with this
.[work of women] there have
been built more than fifty
churches,* with roofs, [with]
very beautiful carvings and
fretwork [laceria, nets], and
the walls very well painted.
-Fray Alonso de Benavides'
Memorial, 1630
2.2
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Because of the matrilocal tradition women owned
(and for the most part still do own) the houses.
When the Spanish arrived, women built the walls,
thereby determining the relationships of the
various kinds of rooms and roomblocks, the
location of doors, windows, hearths, ovens, as
well as outdoor definition, terraces, courtyards,
and plazas. The men cut, brought, and put in place
the roof beams.
This section will be organized around a series of
physical, spatial, and territorial issues based on
analysis of a variety of prehistoric and historic
settlements as well as a discussion of recent
changes.
Broadly stated it examines:
1) Territorial relationships,e.g., how does one
territory physically abut another? Are there clear
delineations of units or clusters? What is the
attitude about ownership? How are territorial
claims made and shifted?
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2) Growth and change of occupation, within a
generation and over the centuries, as earlier levels
are filled in and new dwellings built above.
3) Attitudes towards common and special areas -
their size, location, relationship, rate of
occurrence, function.
In other words, what it is in the architecture that
reflects the story of the inhabitants - youth,
maturity, relationships, groupings, etc.
The analysis develops out of a combination of archaeological and ethnological
information, ethnographic analogy and anecdote, early Spanish accounts, and
personal observation.
The main examples of this study are Kiet Siel, a Tsegi Canyon cliff village;
Chetro Ketl and Pueblo Bonito, two Chaco Canyon 'great towns'; and the
still-inhabited Hopi villages. For the purposes of this study I visited each of
these places for varying lengths of time in April and May of 1985.
The Hopi serve as an ethnographic example to which analogies can be made for
a variety of reasons, particularly with regard to Kiet Siel. First, it is likely that
in the late 1200's the people of the Hopi Mesas absorbed much of the exodus
from the Tsegi Canyon area. Secondly, all the pueblos were 'visited' by the
Spanish conquistador gold hunters, and then later occupied by the Spanish
missionaries. In 1680 the Pueblos, whose settlements were dispersed across
hundreds of miles, staged a coordinated revolt. Although the Hopi hastily
relocated their villages from the mesa spurs to the tops, they were left alone
and never reconquered. The less fortunate Eastern pueblos experienced a harsh
reprisal and reoccupation.
Therefore, while the Hopi culture remained somewhat intact, the others have
come under direct European religous and cultural influence for much longer.
Partly as a result of this comparative isolation, the Hopi, since the late 1800's,
have been the subject of much anthropological and ethnological study of which,
Mindelef, Eggan, and Schlegel are best represented here.
Not all the Pueblos conform to the Hopi model. It is unclear whether this is a
result of basic or thematic differences or European influence. While the western
Pueblos are a clearly matrilineal clan society, it has been suggested that some
of the eastern Pueblos have "a patrilineal moity pattern superimposed over a
matrilineal clan pattern". (Adams 1983:47)
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The Anasazi and their Pueblo descendents are a BACKGROUND
recognizable but heterogenous culture with,
historically, thematic variations of language,
customs, and myths and construction methods.
They lived in what is known as the four-corner
region of the Southwestern United States where
Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah meet
and which has a long tradition of inhabitation.
Prehistorically, gathering and hunting groups 2.3
occupied the general southwestern area at least as
early as 7000 B.C. with evidence by 3000 B.C. of
artificial shelters and hearths. Cynthia
Irwin-Williams' analysis of 500 sites through time
defines the following micro-habitats that were
critical to archaic populations: Canyon Head
Clifftop Dunes, Canyon Head Cliffbase
Springs,Canyon Rims, Ephemeral Ponds, Low Mesa
Land, Upland Arroyo-Edge Dune Ridges.
(Irwin-Williams 1979:35,36) 2.4
Within this primal support system existed
dispersed seasonal and task settlements. As what
was to become the Anasazi culture coalesced,
three main functional sites are found. For
example, on the Red Rock Plateau around 200 -
300 A.D. there are 1) Habitation/Burial - modified
natural shelters; 2) Food collecting camps - for
gathering and grinding wild seeds; 3) Storage sites
with pits and jar shaped cists, up or dowmstream
from the habitation sites. (Lipe 1970:98,99) Maize
was introduced from Mexico and cultivated long
before sedentary settlements.
The evolution during the first millenium A.D. of
Southwest settlement patterns from dispersal to
consolidation has fascinated archaeologists. Haury
speculates that "cohesion along lineages" and their
expansion was "met architecturally by the
agglutinated dwellings." (Haury 1956:6)
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Now the Pueblo people live in a more
concentrated geographic area and share the region
with the recently arrived and more widely
dispersed Navajo.
The memory of the people lives on in the
mythological naming of the landscape: the
underworld; the great waters; the place of
emergence, the sipapu, from the earth in the Grand
Canyon. Numerous other 'remembered' and
mythologized events across the landscape are
associated with various mesas, rivers, springs,
hillocks, canyons, hunting grounds, and abandoned
ancestral ruins. (Sprague and Sprague:2-87,2-88)
These are symbolically incorporated into the
physical configuration of the pueblo. The
subterranean kivas (round or rectangular ceremonial
rooms) are like vestiges of the ancient pithouses,
This country is a valley
between rocky mountains. They
cultivate corn, which does not
grow very high. The ears
start at the very foot, and
each large fat stalk bears about
800 grains, something not seen
in these parts. There are large
numbers of bears in this prov-
ince, and lions, wild-cats,
deer, and otter. There are
very fine turquoises, although
not so many as were reported.
They collect the pine nuts
each year, and store them up
in advance..... They not have
chiefs as in New Spain, but
are ruled by a council of the
oldest men. They have priests
who preach to them, whom
they cal l papas. These are
the elders. .They go up on
the highest roof of the village
and preach to the village from
there, like public criers, in
the morning while the sun is
rising, the whole village being
silent....
- Castenada's account of the
Coranado
Expedition, 1540-1542
2.6
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each with a representation of emergence, the
sipapu. The houseblocks shape the plazas where
"ritual, semi ritual, and communal activities are
observed throughout the agricultural cycle."
(Lindsay 1969:199) On the one hand, the pueblo
physically expresses and supports their conception
of and connection to cosmic events (Sprague and
Sprague:2-39); on the other hand, "the model of
the house underlies the conception of the village."
(Schlegel 1977:252)
Physically the pueblos grow out of and displace
(raise and lower) the ground. The formations in
the mesa wall, the dimensions, shifts and crevices
and sediments find their way into the human
dimensions of rooms and openings, horizontally
and vertically, sometimes directly in an
intensification such as at Betatakin. Conversely,
the open sites are a transformation of this
landscape just as the pottery designs become
abstract transformations of the forms of sky and
earth, rain, thunder, clouds, and plants, etc. In yet
a further transformation, the built forms, their
movements and dimensions, are repeated in the
ceremonial dances.
2.9
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Kiet Siel was one of the numerous villages, cliff
and open site, created in the Tsegi canyon area of
northeastern Arizona in the 13th century. Between
1250 and 1300 approximately 700 people moved
in, established villages and left "contributing
heavily" to the Hopi mesa area to the south.(Dean)
This movement was partially in response to
arroyo cutting. An erosion cycle with a
few-hundred-year interval is caused by changes in
the seasonal rain patterns - (from winter to
torrential summer rains.) The deep arroyos which
are cut by the Laguna Creek drainage allow
groundwater runoff, therefore lowering the water
table in addition to eating away at the already
scarce arable land.
The Hopi mesas are not near a permanent or
seasonal waterway. There are springs and the
water table in the area is more stable.
2 . .. ..
THE SITES
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Chaco Canyon, where Pueblo Bonito and Chetro Ketl
are located, is drier with only a seasonal wash in the
canyon bottom. Two distinct kinds of settlements
occurred concurrently, the eight 'towns' and the much
smaller and rougher pueblos. The Chaco canyon 'great
towns' were occupied longer and abandonded 100
years earlier than the Tsegi phase villages. They
moved possibly for some of the same reasons:
perhaps because of the depletion of the area's
resources, and perhaps to find a more dependable
land/water relationship. The fine Chacoan stone
masornry was never replicated, except perhaps in
some of the first Spanish churches where they used
similarly sized and dressed stone. (see fig. 2.1)
From Hopi analogy we know that field- and
garden-planting occurred in the spring on land allotted
by matriclan. Outlying field sites are scattered
primarily because of the variable and unpredictable
rainfall. If one site receives none, another might.
Some harvest processing occurs in the field, but most
of it is done in the village plazas and on the
rooftops. Gathering technology through a "vast
knowledge of cultivars and collected plants"
supplements food resources. (Lindsay 1969:197,199)
For all the sites, the "close patterning" of
architecture, pottery, and tools and the traces of an
extensive network of trails indicates "that
communication between villages" was "strongly
developed." (Lindsay 1969:349)
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These trails often traversed canyon or mesa walls. The
location of pueblos near the vertical edges of mesas
and canyons is a common theme. From a distance it is
easy to know you have arrived because these particular,
combinations of geographic elements form the most
habitable places in this semi-arid region. This is
because the vertical drop of hundreds of feet and the
various orientations create an enormous range of
microclimates. These in turn support a wide variety of
plant and animal habitats, and the vertical edges expose
an assortment of geological deposits. This became
clear to me one morning in the early spring of 1985
when I climbed down from the arid, sandy mesa top
which was covered with scrub conifers (el.7,200') into a
narrow Tsegi Canyon spur (el.6,500') near the cliff "4
pueblo of Betatakin. It had snowed,and then melted, the
day before. Still, to descend into the canyon was to 2
enter another world. Aspen and oak were beginning to
blossom, water was flowing, birds singing. Eight miles
or so up another canyon spur to Kiet Siel the arroyo J
cycle has cut deep, sandy ravines. The Navajo graze a
few cattle here now, and women still gather special
wild plants. Thus, building stone, pottery clay, and
C.
reeds for the jacal walls can all be found close to -
most pueblos. Roof beams must be gotten from farther
away. Although trees like Douglas Firs grow on the
northern walls of the canyons where more moisture is
retained, they are relatively scarce and, therefore, used "
up quickly. 2.16
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PUEBLO ANALYSIS
The following catagories provide the
framework to describe the building and
spatial structure, its use, and how it
relates to governance and kinship
systems.
1. LEVELS OF AGREEMENTS, as they are
manifested in the building fabric from
single rooms to their accretion to large
collective projects or decisions.
II. SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION, how
the pueblo takes shape over time.
Ill. CONSTRUCTION METHODS, the
primary, secondary, and tertiary systems;
their characteristics.
IV. SYSTEMS OF MOVEMENT, ACCESS,
TERRITORY, to gain an understanding of
the relationship of the pieces.
V. MODIFACATION DETAIL, an example
of the system's flexibility.
LEVELS OF AGREEMENTS There are many
levels of agreements, implicit and
explicit, that determine the physical
character and configuration of a
collective settlement. They range from
the dimensions of rooms- their shape
0
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and location- to acceptable depth of roomblocks,
to an understanding of settlement orientation or
shape. These understandings unfold and adjust in
the course of many generations of builders as the
pueblo is continually realized.
While a master plan is often very concerned with
the initial delineation of territorial boundaries of
jurisdiction and ownership, in Pueblo society,
which is egalitarian and collective, this definition
of borders is not important. It is not that
personal territory does not exist, but it is built,
defined, and used differently.
Perhaps in an 'etymological' sense the master
plan is a simplifacation or 'idealization' of the
flexibility, shifting borders, and complexity of the
earlier, incrementally built systems.
What follows is an attempt to examine in their
physical form the levels of decisions operating in
the Pueblos, from the singular elements, to the
effects of their their accumulation, to clearly
community wide undertakings.
The five small plans shown are to the same scale
and orientation for the sake of comparison. All
were built incrementally although Pueblo Bonito's
and Chetro KetI's .increments were often composed
of a number of rooms together. All were
continually modified.
The largest agreement, besides the location of the
settlement, is that of orientation and overall
configuration. Orientation is generally south or
southeast. The pueblo, either as a whole or within
each of the roomblocks, forms a northern or
northwestern high back wall which then terraces
down to a common plaza to the south where the
subterranean kivas are located. Each pueblo or
individual room block generally does not exceed a
four to five room horizintal depth.
With the constant building,
repair and disintegration that
goes on within a pueblo, map-
ping of an occupied village
records only a moment in its
spatial growth. Even while
mapping is going on, the pueb-
lo is constantly changing,
although usually only in detail,
for the general form is more
nearly constant. Room addi-
tions to the pueblo are often
built on the ruins of deserted
rooms which have been filled
with trash and blowing sand
to form a higher ground level.
Zuni pueblo today appears to
be a series of one storey
buildings built of a rather
prominent hill. Most of that
hill is actually the filled
ruin of the five story pueblo
that still existed at the end
of the 19th century. The level
of the central plaza is now
sunk one or two storeys below
the general ground level of
the town. (Sprague and
Sprague:2-59)
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Still, pueblos respond individually to their
particular surrounding physical features such as the
mesa top edges of Oraibi and Walpi, the habitable
cave dimension of Kiet Siel, or the direction of
the canyon wall behind Pueblo Bonito and Chetro
Ketl.
The 17th century plan of Awatovi shows the
southern plaza as it was built over by the Spanish
(the black walls). For purposes of religious
continuity(?) they built the church altar over the
main kiva. Mindelef, commenting on the
differences between the contempory Awatovi and
Oraibi, describes Awatovi as more compact -
"built about three sides of a rectangular court, the
fourth or southeast side - later occupied by the
mission buildings - being left open or protected
only by a low wall." (Mindelef 1891:49,50) I don't
know if Oraibi's comparatively dispersed plan is
an original or later development. Within the shape
of each of its roomblocks is the general terraced
model already described. Even with its typological
variation, it is probably no accident that its main
plaza is towards the southeast side of the village
and that many of its kivas are directly to the
south of the roomblocks.
That the location of the kivas are part of the
larger decision reflects that, although usually the
responsibility of a particular clan or moitey, they
are perceived as serving the ceremonial interests
of the whole community. Defensability is often
assumed to have been a major criterion of siting
and configuration. Thus far no evidence has been
found of- violent conflict or defense precautions.
If confict did take place outside of a village, it is
then not a function of the village to be a
stronghold in that sense.
In many situations there is a continuity of size
between interior covered and open areas, a
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dimensional self-stability. (Smith) This occurs at 1) Except for the cave itself, the great retaining i 1
the room-size in Kiet Siel and at the wall is of the largest dimension, 2/3rds of the %, I --
roomblock/plaza size in the others. See the plans total. It creates Kiet Siel's version of the - - -m
for dimensional comparisons. communnal, ceremonial public plaza. -
The larger scale plan of Kiet Siel serves to Although this function
illustrate smaller levels of agreements. I use this cannot be archaeologically 4 -
particular ruin because of its state of preservation proven, comparative
afforded by the natural protection of the cave. It dimensions and Ai-
may be that the level of delineation I describe for proportions - 2'
Kiet Siel also existed within the fabric of the now ; - O' 2C A LE5
disintegrated roof terraces of Pueblo Bonito or
Chetro Ketl. effective retaining function ma
The builders of Kiet Siel, while restricted by the .s ti
useable cave dimension, were able to follow the res
general, culturally distinctive format of a -
southeastern orientation and a back wall, terraced ~0 \
V.0
down to kivas in the front. Within that overall
framework, subareas, although not originally - -
pe2) Similarly-sized but realized differently is B2 where the lower rooms add
'planned', came to be more and more defined
.- \ -, the row of rooms on the cliff edge cf the form a linear earth retaining ecthrough the process of accretion. They can be
1S.W. 'street', subarea A. Although built upper terrace
recognized as destinations, although not deadends. , .-
Nor are they major thoroughfares. Because the use
of ladders, steps, and footholds created frequently 7;:/.
spaced vertical, perpendicular movement,
these more lateral subareas are not ~4
isolated entities. As a consequence
there was probably a great deal of
communication between B1 and B2, C1 ~:.f
and C2, C1and D. (This will be
discussed in more detail in the
movement and access analysis.) would support this inference. -
-
It is in Kiet Siel's formal andIts size also suggests that it
spatial arrangement of - was a c6mmunity construction project. In places -
building elements of various /,,'it is 10 feet high, structurally keyed-in with
sizes and their perpendicular logs, and retaining tons of backfill.
interrelationship, that one '-This level of intervention corresponds to Chetro -
can see the decisions that KetI's 'colonnade', for example, or its low front
formed the village as a whole. enclosing walls. KIET SIEL 2.25
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Note that, while Kiet Siel's terraces are a function
of the slope of the cave floor, pueblos situated
on flat terrain actually build these terraces.
Looking at it this way, one could also say that
Kiet Siel follows the general 4 - 5 room depth of
the others. Thus, the parallel 'streets' of Kiet
Siel, described by archaeologists as a unique
feature, may not be a total divergence from the
character of the upper levels of the other
prehistoric ruins.
3) Passage dimensions are generally 3 - 4'.
Interior dwelling room and exterior court sizes are
8 - 12'+-. The decision to stagger the rooms
results in an 'informal' definition of outside areas.
The exterior territory is built in nearly the same
configuration and dimensions as the interior. At
the smaller size, a similar reciprocal formation
occurs in the T-shaped doorways.
About the underlying political structure and of
women's general participation in the 'public',
Schlegel describes the general Hopi community -
wide decision-making process as diffuse,
consensual, and dispersed. At the political level,
the kikmongwi's council is an advisory group
comprised of men wno lbave inherited their
position through their matriclans. Coordination and
cooperation is the guiding principle, not authority.
Women have no 'formal' position except she
notes that if a mongwi dies without naming an
n
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heir the clan mother does. Their "influence cannot
be overestimated" and women are very outspoken
publically and privately. They hold veto power
over community decisions by withholding support
although this is rarely neccessary. (Schlegel
1977:252-254)
Is this method of discussion among women that
may arrive at consensus called informal because it
isn't named? and because it occurs at
undesignated times during other activities? Again,
this is a problem expressed in language, where the
very words, public or private, formal or informal,
imply a separation, which nearly precludes the
ability, possibility, or usefullness of public
influence arrising out of the private, domestic
sphere in western culture. The pueblo building
system, by allowing the accretion of the smallest
increment to build larger continuities, mirrors this
political reciprocity between public and private.
Socially and functionally, although the house and
community are largely separate activities, they are
not seen as separate domains. (Schlegel 1977:252)
To take this point further, this belief in how
integral the 'public' and 'private' are to each
other is reproduced in the physical fabric of the
villages in a series of conceptual agreements:
1st) Like many collective building systems, it is
the incrementally built roomblocks or houses (the
'domestic') that shape the most public places (the
plazas and squares). What distinguishes the
Pueblos is how consciously shaped this interaction
is, sometimes approaching nearly monumental
scale as in the Chaco Canyon towns.
2nd) Often the ceremonial rooms and kivas are
either the same shape or nearly the same
dimension as living rooms. In the Tsegi phase
sometimes the one type is converted into the
other. Mindelef noted that a late 19th century kiva
in Walpi (Hopi) was joined with another
subterranean room which was then accesible to a
room above. Both of these examples imply a
conceptual reciprocity between the domestic and
the ceremonial.
As a note, it is often thought that women don't
use the kivas and have little involvement in the
ceremonial life of the village. Schlegel's research
found that the Hopi have(had?) three female and
four male ceremonial societies. One of the
women's societies, "Marau had its own kiva,
owned by the Lizard Clan which owns Marau. In
1901 it was rebuilt and taken over by the men,
who have since loaned it to the Marau Society fo
its ceremonies." (Schlegel 1977:268) While it is
generally true that "while a single association
might be responsible for a particular room, other
groups may use it from time to time" (Eggan
1950:105), the experience of the Marau society
may reflect a lessening of women's involvement.
Paula Gunn Allen notes the recent masculinization
of dieties and wonders if an example of one
consequence of this is an "increase in violence
towards Keres (Pueblo) women as the Keres tribes
have moved from the rule of lyetico ('Beautiful
Corn Woman, who is our mother') to the
patriarchy."(Allen 1981:78)
2.29
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These agreements become clearer when looking at
the chronological building sequence and subsequent
modifacation. This information is the result of
dendrochronological research which is the analysis
of the treerings of intact building timber so that
dates of timber cutting and construction can be
determined. (Dean 1969)(Dean, Lekson, McKenna,
Warren 1983)
The room-size of varying dimension and function
(living, granary, storage, or kiva) is the basic
increment although sometimes a number of each
kind may be built at once. A dwelling or living
room is used for sleeping, cooking, etc., although
these activities are also extended outside.
"(They) regard this single-roomed house as being
complete in itself, but they also consider it the
nucleus of the larger structure. When more space is
desired, as when the daughters of the house marry
and require room for themselves, another house is
built in front of and adjoining the first one, and
second story is often added to the original
house. "(Mindelef 1891)
Of course this is not a "single roomed house" at
all, but part of the larger system which includes
rooms and areas for storage, grinding, ovens for
baking, and craft production. All of which is shared
and is what makes up that "larger structure." While,
people will live and do many things in a localized
area, the household and its territory is not the
factor which defines that area. Eggan states that:
"The household revolves about a central and
continuing core of women; the men are peripheral,
with divided residences and loyalties"....."There is no,
native term for household, nor is it considered an
independent unit by the Hopi"....(if one's) "mother's
sisters should live in separate households, their
homes are equally (their's), as to a lesser extent are
SEQUENCE OF
CONSTRUCTION
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those of other women belonging to (their) clan and
phratry." (Eggan 1950:30,31)
The room types as defined for Kiet Siel are:
Living/dwelling rooms can be identified by leveled
and plastered floors, firepit and smoke blackened
walls, shelves and niches, plastered walls. Serves
sleeping, cooking, etc.
Ceremonial Rooms and Kivas: For rituals,
ceremonial society meetings, sometimes used by
the men for sleeping and weaving (shown by the
remains of loom anchors). In the Kayenta culture
they are not always easily identified because of
their variable shapes and sizes and because they
are occasionally embedded in the domestic rooms
and converted into dwellings.
Granaries of variable size and shape were built to
keep out the weather and rodents by plastering
the exterior walls and by making a sealable,
grooved jamb, high silled doorway. Dwelling
rooms sometimes converted to granaries.
Grinding rooms are usually not roofed and
sometimes a defined area with a low wall.
Identified by the presence of 2 - 4 stone slab bin
metates.
2.33 Kie-r siFL
Store rooms are often a small size known only by
the absence of dwelling or granary characteristics.
Presumeably used to store non-edible household
goods and ceremonial paraphenalia.
'Courtyards' are much the, same as interior
dwelling rooms. There are no true courtyards as
we define them. These are 2 or 3 sided or on
rooftops with access through or along one side.
Where at Kiet Siel (with a more heterogenous
population) the increments at room size add up to
a community size retaining wall (the southwest
'street'), at Pueblo Bonito and Chetro KetI
sometimes the initial size of the increment is a
number of rooms at once and may possibly have
corresponded to a lineage. In this case, the
agreement of a certain plan configuration at each
stage was understood by many more people.
Because of the size and regularity of their plans,
it is thought that the social system of Pueblo
Bonito and Chetro KetI included elements larger
than clan or phratry. This has led some to
speculate that they may have been a stratified
society with specialization of labor. This is hard
to say since there is no differentiation among
living areas or work areas.
.~
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STAGE I, 920 -935: Agreement of orientaton, plan type,
location of plaza and kivas, configuration in section of a
higher back wall, rooms stepping down towards thesouth;
Stage IA built as a unit; IBIC,ID "appear to have been
constructed in 5 or so segments." Front wall originally
jacal construction, then replaced by masonry before single
story front rooms added. (Lekson, 1984:127)
STAGE II, 1040 -1050: The addition of a regular backwall
row of storage rooms; the size of enclosure defined at that
point.
STAGE III, A,B,C, dates: symmetrical expansion and
enlargement.
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STAGE IV. 1060 - 1075: modifacation within existing
framework.
STAGE V, 1070 -1075?: A major o io .0 30
linear extension of foundation walls. To some extent built
upon and probably used, then razed. (Lekson.1984:137)
STAGE VI, A,B, 1075 -1085
Dean's dendrochronological research at
Chetro Ketl (the gist of his findings can
be applied to Pueblo Bonito as well)
does much to elucidate these issues. He
concludes that Chetro Ketl "was realized
gradually over a period of at least 80
years through the intermittment accretion
and removal of various kinds of
architectural units."
Questioning theories of a master plan or
overseer he surmises it is the work of a
"permanent resident occupation of the
A
STAGE VII A,B,CD,E, 1085+: Each of these stages
contained specific segments - chronologically indicated by
walls abutting rather than internally joined.
All stages were continually internally remodeled and
modified.
2 trash mounds approximately 15 meters to the south.
pueblo in which the routine wear and tear
of daily use coupled with population
growth required frequent additions and
alterations to the structure." (Dean
1983:238,239)
The neatness of Pueblo Bonito's
sequential diagram belies the amount of
small scale modifacations and
adjustments when fitting together the old
and new. Also, what is shown is not
neccessarily used all at once. Rooms and
kivas are closed and filled in, built on
top of, and sometimes opened up.
In comparison to Pueblo Bonito, the
growth of Kiet Siel is irregular and
piecemeal. The diversity of room types
and construction techniques shows an
intra-village heterogeniety. Dean's
research found that people tended to
move and build in units analogous to
extended households. At the same time,
as illustrated in 'levels of agreements',
clearly largescale and integrative
decisions were made. These built
the strong conceptual
relationship between them.
For Dean, his analysis of the
growth and modifacations of
the Tsegi Phase sites shows
that: "the magnitude of
changes that can occur in a
short span of time" (30 - 50
years) shows a mobility of a
"sedentary agricultural
people" with no "detectable
breakdown in Kayenta
culture." (Dean 1969:198)
In fact, ceramic technology was at a peak - an
additive and cumulative system rather than based
on revivals or revolution. (Lindsay 1969:283) With
the continual inflow of new people, new techniques
were introduced and rapidly incorporated, altering
the Kiet Siel industry. (Dean 1969:149) Because of
this cultural continuity in the Tsegi Phase, Lindsay
speculates that there must have been methods of
integrating localized social units and that Tsegi
sites were not just an amalgamation of households.
(Lindsay 1969:369)
At Kiet Siel, from the evidence of architectural
growth and modifacation, Dean infers the existence
of subvillage units of 'courtyard clusters' and
housing an extended family. These consist of one
or more dwelling rooms, an exterior work territory
('courtyard'), 1-6 granaries and store rooms, and,
sometimes, a grinding room or area. If the
household and its associated territory exists, but
not in the minds of the of the members of the
household, it is then useful to examine methods of
construction and modifacation, and the systems of
movement, access, and territory in order to
ascertain what the nature of the larger relationships
beteep-these cI sters ar
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Three key construction factors
illustrating this relationship are the
shared wall system; and the constant
small scale modifacation of the primary
system - sometimes completely
changing orientation and use.
PRIMARY SYSTEMS include first
1) (vertically) the masonry wall which,
depending on their availability, is made
of stone or adobe. At room-size and
height, it is a shared wall system in
that a common wall serves between
what can be thought of as units,
whether household, lineage, etc. Beams
are generally cantilevered through the
wall a foot or so into the next room.
At the initial building stage, the walls,
at their intersections, are keyed into
one another. During later addition and
infill, they are simply abutted. The
masonry walls are shaped into complete
or partial room-height enclosures,earth
retaining walls, and low walls to define
exterior enclosure. In terms of
modifacations, walls are rarely
2.38 HOPI
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demolished and if so the stones are
reused. Remnants of older walls are
sometimes incorporated. Openings are
very often enlarged or reduced and
almost as frequently made or sealed up,
sometimes creating total changes in
orientation and access.
2) In the horizontal plane, the
modifacation of the ground becomes
another a primary system. Besides
excavation: earth, artificial fill, including
trash, are used to raise grade levels,
whether just to make an area level and
higher or to create raised "subterranean"
rooms. Old rooms are sealed and filled
in and their walls become the
foundations for new ones.
Even as the most primary system, the
walls and ground are molded to form
the very smallest dimensions for useful
ledges, ovens. Pegs and loom anchors
are embedded in it.
2.40
2.40
...... In general, these villages all
have the same habits and customs,
although some have some things in
particular which the others have
not. They are governed by the
opinions of elders. They all work
together to build the villages, the
women being engaged in making
the mixture and the walls, while
the men bring the wood and put it
in place. They have no lime, but
they make a mixture of ashes,
coals, and dirt which is almost as
good as mortar, for when the house
is to have four stories, they do not
make the walls more than half a
yard thick. They gather a great
pile of twigs of thyme and sedge
grass and set it afire, and when it
is half coals and ashes they throw
a quantity of dirt and water on it
and mix it all together. They
make round balls of this, which
they use instead of stones after
they are dry, fixing them with the
same mixture, which comes to be
like a stiff clay. Before they are
married the young men serve the
whole village in general, and fetch
the wood that is needed for use,
putting it in a pile in the courtyard
of the villages, from which the
women take it to carry to their
houses.
- Castenada's account of the Coronado
Expedition, 1540-1542
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SECONDARY AND TERTIARY Roofs as work areas
become displaced ground, although built with the
secondary system elements of roofbeams, cross
beams, reeds, and mud. In plan, physical definition
of exterior space can be built with a raised roof
of a lower room. In section, it forms useful seat
or table-height ledges.
Also secondary, are the jacal walls built of
vertical sticks, reeds, and mud and used as infill
in conjunction with the masonry walls or as minor
enclosures and screens.
Tertiary elements include ladders, drying racks,
looms, mealing bins.
TW--;12(, 1 24-
This molding, frequent modifaction, and flexibility
of the construction system is, I feel, indicative of
women building. They are not living in the
diagrammatic abstraction of a 'house' where their
interventions are limited for the most part to
hanging and placing things. Instead, they are
constantly modifying walls and roofs as needed
and used; in conjunction with and relative to the
people living around them; and where the
collective is made up of many individual actions.
......... 
----- ..
.4.. . ........ . .
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*n the case of the house at
Oraibi,... much, if not all, of
the masonry was laid, as well
as finished and plastered, by
the woman of the house and
her female relatives. There
was but one man present at
this house-building, whose
grudgingly performed duty
consisted of lifting the the
larger roof beams and lintels
into place and of giving occa-
sional assistance in the heavier
work. The ground about this
house was strewn with
quantities of broken stone for
masonry, which seemed to be
all prepared and brought to
2.42 the spot before building began;but often the various divisions
of the work are carried on
by both men and women
simultaneously. While the men
were dressing the stones, the
women brought earth and water
and mixed a mud plaster.
Then the walls were laid in
irregular courses, using the
Hopi mortar very sparingly.....
2.43 (Mindelef 1891:101)
2.44
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It is the interior and exterior MOVEMENT/ACCESS/TERRITORY
movement and the implications it has for
territorial relationship, that the generating attitudes
of the pueblos are most accentuated. A pueblo's
combination of movement, use, and building form
results in an extremely three dimensional and
optional system.
It is optional at the building level because, as has
been shown on previous pages, of the ease with
which changes occur, as a dimensional range of
rooms and roomsize openings are built or filled
in. What may have functioned as an open court
and passage is made into a room, displacing the
outdoor area up onto its roof, where it may
become part of circulation to a higher level. It is
three dimensional and optional, in terms of use,
because of the vertical accessibility of every
level, indoor or out. That is, one has many, p 2.45
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many choices of how to get from here to there.
Movement, at any given time, is not restricted to
a few defined passages or areas.
Paths and stopping places overlap. Rooms are
often staggered, thus, their walls define two - or
three - sided outdoor places, formed in the shape
of 'L's, 'U's, and 'E's. The path either moves
alongside or directly through these areas.
This lack of separation or isolation of each
element by mixing movement and use; this
common understanding of how one uses the
territory and how the building allows this use; are
all direct reflections of how the people relate to
one another. Fred Eggan writes:
(One's own matrilineage, as well as one's father's
and one's mother's father's matrilineages) -
"form the central core or nucleus of the kinship
structure and give the basic differentiation of
relatives. They are not limited to the five
generations portrayed; in Hopi theory they are
timeless, stretching backward to the Emergence and
continuing into the future. They also serve as units
for the extension of the kinship structure which
makes a Hopi related, in one way or another, to
almost everybody in his village, to many people in
other villages, and to individuals of other tribes.
The primary extension of kinship is to the clan; a
person is considered to be related to everybody in
his own (matri) clan, regardless of whether the clan
consists of one lineage or several, and to the
members of his father's and mother's father's
clans...." (Eggan 1950:26)
This results in a very extended sense of territory.
This social kinship extends ones sense of
belonging in the physical fabric.
2.46 H-OP I
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EXTERIOR MOVEMENT The key factors
that determine the patterns and
charactor of overall exterior movement
are:
1) Roof Access - The frequent use of
roof openings to gain access in and out
of rooms (sometimes as well as doors)
determines that the 2nd and 3rd levels
are part of circulation. "The entire roof
at Zuni was once considered a public
thoroughfare." (Sprague and
Sprague:2-47) In addition, interior
vertical movement through floor hatches
makes the interior of a dwelling and its
associated terraces accessible from
almost any exterior level. Like Walker's
yard in "Everyday Use" there is a
functional reciprocity between interior
and exterior. If your door is your roof
which is semi public, then outside your
door - "Tupa'tca," "where you sat
overhead" (Sprague and Sprague:2-47 -
is simultaneously the street and the
extension of your activities inside.
Functionally, roofs were used for
baking, drying food, grinding corn,
constructing pottery, storing piles of
firewood, and hot night sleeping.
(Sprague and Sprague:2-48)
2) The Terraces - As mentioned before,
the villages and towns built on flat
terrain the 3 dimensional vertical
roomsize increments that for Kiet Siel
is a function of the cave floor slope.
Kiet Siel has been described as having
a linear 'street' system running parallel
with the direction of the cave. But
2.47 Zuii roof-openings.
2.48 zu Nf
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when looking at the whole configuration
of this village, it could also be said to
follow the rule of a terraced, 4-5 room
depth stepping up from a lower and
public kiva zone.
Grade or the lowest outdoor level is
the most public, accessible to anyone
from in or outside the pueblo. The
kivas are sund down from that level.
Thus, the plaza becomes the meeting of
the underground and the upper terraces
and this is where the ceremonial dances
are performed and the whole pueble
becomes an ampitheatre. Here the larger
extensions of kinship are reflected:
"Kinship is further extended to all the
members of the members of the
association or linked clans which make
up the Hopi phratry, so that a person is
related to his own, his father's and his
mother's father's phratry groups. The
phratry groupings, in Hopi theory, consist
of clans which met or shared in some
experience during the period of
wanderings which preceded the final
settlement in the Hopi country.....Since the
same or similar clans and clan groupings
exist in other Hopi villages, a Hopi at
birth already has a large number of
relatives to whom he can trace no direct
genealogical connection, but which are '
socially recognized....."
(Eggan 1950:27)
Even at Kiet Siel the largest exterio -
path dimension was created at the
lowest level in front of the kivas.
Although their upper levels
are now in a ruined state,
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INTERIOR MOVEMENT in the pueblos is f!just as extensive. At Pueblo Bonito the
"excessive connectedness defies easy I
explanation." (Lekson,1984:28). Besides
lateral room to room communication
through doors, floor hatches provide a
similar vertical connection. It would
seem that these interior connective
doors and windows would stop at, what
are thought of as, the limits of an
extended household, lineage, or clan.
(This is not entirely clear.) This
connection occurs between, what we
would consider, self sufficient units
housing, perhaps, a matrilineage of a
series of sisters, mother(s), and
daughters.
This room to room movement is
missing at Kiet Siel. This could be a
function of the shorter inhabitation and
the flux of people; and that people
were moving and building in units of
extended households not larger lineages.1
However, an analogous level of
horizontal relationship and connection a
can be seen in Kiet Siel's extension of I
territory outside the interior rooms. For g
example, the granaries and outdoor
courts are sometimes located a distance!
from the living room; and there are
very few grinding areas/rooms. These
factors suggest a cooperative use and
an intermingling. Habraken defines as
urban, a configuration where the most
public borders on the most private,
where there is no yard or zone
separating them. This he calls a
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'convergence' because the built
boundary and one's territory are the
sarne. In an example from Kiet Siel, the
same people occupied and used exterior
living areas and granaries on both sides
of the 'southwest street'. Technically
here, the built and the territory don't
'converge', they extend and overlap-
an overconvergence.
It may also be that to a certain extent
the protection of the cave roof allowed
the externalization of activities.
2.64 A. Lx
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PATTERNS OF TERRITORY AND ACCESS
How is territorial propriety between
clans or lineages balanced with the
larger conception of the village; is it a
perceivable dynamic? Eggan's
description of further kinship extension
sheds some light:
"This, however, is only the beginning of
the social extension of kinship. A
"ceremonial father" is chosen by the
parents for a boy, and a "ceremonial
mother" for a girl, to sponsor them in
various organizations. The "ceremonial
father" is chosen outside the circle of
clan relatives, in order, according to one
informant, "to give the boy another group
of relatives.......There is a further
extension of kinship to the world of
nature, certain of the phenomena of
nature, particularly those which serve as
clan names, being referred to as kindred
by the Hopi. The sun is called "father,"
the earth and corn are called "mother,"
and the spider "grandmother" by all the
Hopi." (Eggan 1950:27)
My guess is that these more distant
levels of kinship encourage a built
response, where relationship or its
possibility (through ceremonial adoption)
holds sway over territorial
proprietoriness. This is a twist, in
comparison, to the custom in some
cultures of expanding one's control of
property and landholdings through
marriage.
In an overview, it is hard to describe
this system as hierarchical where one
would build a given set
0
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of relationships at all levels. A description of
these rules in a pueblo would consist, mainly, of
how many times and ways those rules are broken.
The amount of territorial overlap and ambiguity
defies simple explanation. Certainly, the pueblos
are made up of different sizes, from the smallest
increment to the largest plaza. However, in a
hierarchical arrangement one would expect a
sequence of events that starts at the very
smallest, most private unit and that preceeds in
stages to the largest and most public. In what
Habraken describes as vertical relation, places at
equal levels in the hierarchy never directly
communicate. (This would be horizontal
relationship.) One must always first move out to
the more public. A certain amount of vertical
relation occurs. For example, at Kiet Siel, many
times, as would be normally expected according to
the western cultural model, one's outside territory
is adjacent to their living/dwelling room, whether
you get to it by a roof hatch or a doorway; and
there is a kind of even gradation of private to
public. Equally as often, however, the most public
access moves right through or next to the most
private outdoor space. Or that, what one would
imagine is one's courtyard, is down the street.
There is a lack of concern about territorial
definitions and propriety. This is seen over and
over again in many aspects - in the building, its
use and modifacation; in the fluidity of the kinship
structure; in the diffusement of governance and
ceremonial responsibilities.
Children are attended to by brothers, sisters,
aunts, uncles, as well as parents. The kinship
chart shows how this nomenclature (mother,
grandmother, grandfather, child, grandchild) is
extended to include many others besides. One
exception is the father's father's matriclan, which
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GF GM OIBr Female
li- -I Relo. La..e- >
A 0 A -0 a 0
Fa Mo Mo Br Female
Rel-ie-Lam
A=C a 0
ler 01 Si EGO 04 Br Female Chid
R--Lan Ye Si- YL el-i-La
AO 0a 0 a 0
M ale Sig Ch Si C-G Female Child
Rel-i- La Rel-in-Law
a=0 A10 a 0
M ale Ye Sia Ye B Female Chid
Reli e--L - L Rel-in-Law
F10. 3.-The mother's matrilineal lineage. Ego - male
A- 0 A-0
MF GM MoB Female
"" "~awRe-in-Law-
A0 0 a 0
Fa Mo MoB C Female G Ch
A- 0 A 0
Male 01 Sit EGO 0OlBe Female G Ch
R el-j-LA Si Rel-inYSb-w
A . Am0 a 0Male Ch Ch Female G Ch
A - A 0 a 0
Male G FCh GO Female GOC
Eel-iriLam Rel-ie-Laee
F F F Fsi SgF o Br Sig
Fo5.-Thefmther's matilineallineage.Ego -mfemale
F GM GFG
GF GMFa Mo
GFG FaFSiM Mo B ote
F Si GF GM EGO
A0 0e A 0
GF Fa Si Fs Mo Be Sia
Fic . .- The father' s ma trilineal lineage. Ego - male o r female
F GM GF.GM
AC AC0 A 0
OF GM GF GM Mo Be Mother
AC0 AC A C
GF GM GF GM EGO
GF GM GF GM
FiG. 6-The mothee'a fathee's matrilineal lineage. Ego - male or female
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is not as recognized, although it is as
geneologically close as the father's mother's
matriclan.
It is my feeling that the matrilocal, matrilineal
tradition has a direct bearing on all of this. With
women as builders and the prime users they are
likely to build in and tolerate horizontal
relationship which here is manifested socially in
shared childraising, food processing resources,
economic reciprocity, etc.
Schlegel notes that if, in part, descent systems
describe loyalties, that matrilineality "tends to
disperse loyalties (Douglas 1969:126)", while
patrilineality is the most centralized. (Schlegel
1972:140)
2.70
. F GN II F. G . GF OF M.UM M.&
F F. F. . a Br 0l . GF G. F. F. 1W M0e G .CO
F. S.. F. M. 1~. ICC M . FM. F. &U k"1.m.
G. F. F.M . IS. a M.s FM. F C
-AA AL aILL*
Se .561 S. C5C4 as ~
The Hopi system. Ego - female
Aa A *0 CFFC
-M FOF F ON F G F F F
The Hopi kinship system.. Ego - male. The Hopi terms
are given in the first person possessive and in simplified
phonetics. Fa - father; Mo - mother; GF - grandfather;
etc.
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The flexibility inherent in all the above
systems is illustrated in the following
description of modifications that took
place in one section of Kiet Siel over
15 years. It details the transformations
these modifications car) create,
territorially and physically, in terms of
use and access. It is based on Dean's
dendrochronological research and
interpretation of events.(Dean
1969:116,117)
What Jamal Akbar describes of Riyad,
Saudi Arabia: that "an Arab house is
never complete"..."religiously speaking
nobody owns the land"..."an adjacent
house may be taken over if the
neighbors agree" is the emphatic pattern
among the Pueblo people. In fact, the
notion of family domains and neighbors
do not hold the same meaning.
40
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I. originally L20 (added to 'pre 15')
with a doorway in the north and south
walls. C23 was a bedrock passage.
11. In order for C23 to be made a
viable outdoor space by leveling it with
fill, the north door had to be blocked
up. Whether a roof hatch already
existed or was substituted to keep
access in that direction, is not known.
L20 was subdivided, leaving a smaller
L20 and a new 'room' 16. It is not
known if 16 was roofed or how it was
used - if just as a passage or as a
grinding area. The original room 15 was
abandoned and its south and west walls
demolished (the north wall of C17). The
remaining L20 was divided with a firepit
in the southern half.
Ill. In its final form, M16 was
definitely not roofed and was used for
grinding. The roofs of 20 were
removed, the dividing wall removed, the
southern door of the east wall closed
leaving just a vent hole. The northern
door of the east wall was left,
providing access to and from 16.
Finally, L20 was roofed as one room,
with roof hatch near northwest corner.
Room 15 rebuilt as a granary with a
door in the south wall.
The ease with which one room type is
converted to another type compares
again conceptually to Riyahd. Akbar
writes that, originally, rooms had
flexible and variable functions. Recently,
following Western example, the
functions of rooms have begun to be
2.73 -- 5,C'34,S 32. L 20 622. N1
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specifically designated. When this
occurs he notes that the rooms are not
used to their full potential as they once
were. Naming and language introduces
yet another level of cultural delimitation
and intervention into the built, physical
world.
In conclusion, what are the implications
of, what seems to be, a'very dynamic
and flexible use and construction of
territory? The levels of depth, from
most public to most private (the
'number of gates'), normally found in a
living (or working) complex, are found
here intermingled with 'public' space
that is accessible to other households
and people. In these cases, it is the
women's conception and control of the
space that ensures their freedom of
movement in it.
Much more research would be required
to make a definitive connection between
the character of participation of women
and the nature of the built form and
use of territory. Not taken literally, the
matrilocal, matrilineal systems of
governance, building, and household
structure (in part outlined here) provides
another model to inform contemporary
community design. It is one that takes
full account of the precedence of
women's traditional building roles.
2.75
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The transition between the Hopi and the American CHANGES
culture has not been entirely smooth, successful,
or complete. Even limited Americanization has
been a mixed blessing, most people are, at least, partially dependent
on the American economy, and many are very poor by American
standards. I use the word mixed, although it is also surely a curse,
because it would be difficult to give up the material things the
United States economy produces - television, motor vehicles,
convieniences, etc. Of course, these things in themselves are
conceived by and for a pattern of use which encourages the
isolation of the individual and family. Although some customs and
many attitudes are being retained, the language and thus a world
view is disappearing among the younger people. Still, in spite of
cultural disintegration, the Hopi are friendly and they continue to knit
one another's lives together (including your's while there). There is a
sense of interdependence, sharing, and making connection. I
happened to meet and spend some time with two Hopi-Tewa in their
20's, who had just met each other for the first time. It took them 3
hours to determine whether or how much they were related. Finally
it seemed they shared a 'grandmother' and perhaps some
overlapping adoptive clans. The extent and fluidity of relationship is
astounding. The basic and integral equal standing of women and men
and the women's lack of deference was a joy to experience.
The recent physical changes that have taken place within the pueblos
and newly created satellite villages have been described as moving
from "one spatial myth to another." (Sprague and Sprague:2-94) The
U.S. government assisted housing below the Hopi mesatop pueblos
are quintessentially American - evenly subdivided lots with a house
or two centered upon them, looking out to a road. Comparitively, in
a non HUD controlled trailer park, the spacing is amazingly dense.
More like a pueblo, it has nearly a dimensional continuity between
trailer and opening.
Doors at ground level have precluded the previous extensive use of
the upper terraces. Now upper levels are little used and activities
occur at ground level or inside. (Sprague and Sprague:2-48) This not
only drastically reduces the number of choices of movement but
along with it, the ranges of publicness and privateness. The previous
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ambiguity is constricting into a single boundary, the one between the
public/grade level and the interior of a house.
The breaking up of the pueblo into nuclear family groups is
reflected in and enforced by the new housing type. It attempts to
create an important husband/wife bond where one did not previously
exist at the expense of lineage and clan relationships. Thus, the
physical unit is becoming smaller and more tightly nucleated and
spatially isolated. This determines that all levels of use and
privacies takes place within its defined domains, and that the
concept of property boundaries begin to take precedent over a more
widely dispersed and diffused idea of territory. It is a catch 22.
Many people would rather live in houses with plumbing and
electricity so they must take everything else HUD has to offer. Up
on the mesas the old villages are very poor and in disrepair and
fewer people live there. Compared to old photographs, outer walls
are no longer ever plastered. In some cases single and divorced
men are taking over some of the rooms. One young man took over
his grandmother's house and renovated it. Conceptually, for now, the
house is still his grandmother's and he says she lives on in him.
The physical and territorial changes correspond, perhaps not
coincidentally, to the increased and the, now exclusive, building
involvement of men. They have become the renovators of the old
pueblos, the builders of the single family dwellings, and the
construction workers on the new scattered and isolated public
buildings (for example: a rehabilitation center, the police station and
courthouse, the high school). Women still 'own' the dwellings while
remnants of the matrilocal tradition continues. Their participation in
the 'public' must now be done in the terms of an imposed political,
economic, and spatial western model. In other words, we are
witnessing an example of the slow realization of a world built, then
finally owned by the men. Territorially and formally, what is now
acceptable and what becomes of women in this new fabric?
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The following is an addendum to the Pueblo
chapter. It describes three other settlements in
light of the principles uncovered in the Pueblo
analysis. These will include first a very brief
description of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia based on
Jamal Akbar's research (1980) and which I haved
already referred to. Secondly and thirdly will be
Catal Huyuk and Hacilar, two neolithic towns in
Anatolia (now Turkey).
In Middle East convention , like the Southwestern
United States pueblos, structurally shared walls
create "what amounts to a collective
structure,"... "a continous fabuic of roomsize cells
and courtyards".(Habraken 1983:150,151) Its
manifestation in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia creates a
particular sequence of spatial events. In a
"hierarchy of alleyways," the main ones enclose
large blocks within which are smaller paths 2.76
dividing smaller blocks until one reaches the
deadend streets and the courtyards. This access
system serves to delineate, divide, and 'protect'
the most private. The word for women 'harim'
which is "related to Haram, sacred area" indicates
where the women are in this system. Sometimes 2.77
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"there can be a bridge across the street for
groups of neighboring women to meet without
going outside." The main public areas are "the
domain of the men", and in the house itself the
room parallel to the street close to the entrance
of is where the men receive visitors. It may be
that this "collective structure" has its roots in a
culture previous to the Moslem patriarchy. Catal
Huyuk and Hacilar represent some of the earliest
dense villages and cities in the region.
It is interesting to make comparisons between the
Southwest Pueblos and these two prehistoric
settlements in Anatolia - the early neolithic city
of Catal Huyuk (occupied 6,500 - 5,700 B.C.) on
the Konya plain and, 375 miles to the east, the
late neolithic town of Hacilar (5,700 - 5,000 B.C.)
Both have been interpreted as exhibiting the
existence of neolithic goddess worship prior to
the developement of of Near Eastern and
Mediterranean patriarchies.
Although both Anatolian excavations were partial,
their records provide enough detailed information
in the form of photographs and plans showing
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walls, building layout and construction, door
location, and interior floor and platform
arrangement to be able to explore some of the
same architectural issues brought out by the
previous Pueblo analysis. It is not possible at this
point to make conclusive statements about the
three settlements in terms of the role women
played in their creation. However, the
archaeological record gives cause to believe that
women as a group had a relatively high status.
Using the concrete and verifiable example of the
Pueblos as a basis for comparison, I wondered if
this status is reflected in the building record of
the other two. What, architecturally, are common
themes or divergences found in these three
examples?
Catal Huyuk
That Catal Huyuk is the most different culturally
of the three is shown in many aspects - of
subsistance, religious imagery, burial practices, and*
social stratifacation indicated by funerary goods.
First, while it shared with Hacilar many of the
same cultivars, there was a not only a much
greater emphacis on the hunting of large game but
archaeological remains show some of the earliest
evidence in the general region of the beginnings
of the domesticaion of animals - at its lower
levels, goats and sheep, then later, cattle. Hacilar,
on the other hand, has no trace of livestock. Its
subsistance was formed by a combination of
gathered and cultivated plants supplemented by a
very minor amount of hunting more like the
Pueblos.
Although possibly a function of the particular area
of the city excavated, many of the Catal Huyuk
rooms, while no different in size and layout, (and
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evidentally used domestically) are designated as
shrines. Among the distinctive paintings and wall
reliefs found in these shrines are numerous
representations of female fecundity and childbirth
which in later levels are directly associated with
the plaster heads (with real horns added) of the
large auroch cattle. The excavator consistently
identifies these as bull's heads even though cows
also have horns. Recognizing that the evidence is
ambiguous, nevertheless, Elizabeth Fisher (1979)
interprets this association to show that the
domestication and consequent reproductive
manipulation of animals could have led to the
discovery or at least the heightening of the
importance of the relationship between coitus and
pregnancy and childbirth, the bull representing the
male. Besides the discovery of the male role,
women because of their own reproductive powers
were becoming associated with the production of
what was becoming a manipulative commodity,
livestock. This, because the desirable and
increasing numbers of the herd depending on its
successful reproduction. Thus, Fisher further feels
that the control and ownership of livestock in a
sedentry society resulted in some the earliest
exampleof the accumulation of wealth. In general,
she writes:
"The argument that a matriarchal society preceded
patriarchy is often based on a hypothesis of 2.80 K t CATML HuV vK
mother-goddess worship in the Neolithic period. 2.81 CAWL HU
Yet in historical times clear reference to fertility
goddesses accompanies a progressive decline in the
status of women. Emphasis on fertility was an
opening wedge in the debasement of the female.
The power of generation was removed from the
individual woman and credited to a divinity, albeit
a female one at first. Fertility worship led to the
forced breeding of women; more important, it
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signified the perversion of sex from pleasure to
production." (Fisher 1979:215)
She also speculates that this production answered
the need for an increased agricultural labor force -
that the "increased labor attached to farming
demanded more people." (Fisher 1979:253) The
vast majority of the statuettes and all the human
plaster reliefs are of females often shown in
styiized or realistic depictions of childbirth - in
one case giving birth to the head of an auroch
(identified bull). This theme is totally absent at
Hacilar even though all the statuettes and figurines
are female and they show sculptural similarities to
those at Catal Huyuk. Instead, here she is shown
playing with a child or a leopard cub, or alone, or
reclining,sitiing,or standing, sometimes "with hands
cupped offering breasts" (Fisher 1979:231). Nor are
any of the excavated rooms specifically shrines.
Burials at Hacilar and among the Pueblos are as a
rule extramural and grave goods show no obvious
social distinctions. Catal Huyuk's custom of
secondary internment under the bed platforms in
the houses reveals a different story. The dead
were taken elsewhere and placed in such a way
that their skeletons were picked clean by vultures.
The remains were then carefully buried under their
own sleeping platforms. In this way the
inhabitants and their sleeping arrangements are 2.82
shown as well as the variations of treatment 2.83
between the occupants of houses and shrines.
These variations are fairly pronounced and can be
determined by the special use of paint and grave
goods. To provide the context in which they are
buried, a description of the building system I
follows. Access into the rooms of Catal Huyuk is
always through a hole in the roof next to the
south wall against which a ladder was leaned.
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Ovens and hearths are also placed along this wall
probably to allow the escape of smoke out the
roof hatch. On the average, the size of the main
living rooms are smaller than those of Hacilar,
approximately 20' X 15' compared to 24' X 18'.
Both are larger than comparably used Pueblo
rooms. The larger size is made possible because
of an expanded use of timber. Nearby areas in
Anatolia at that time were heavily forested.
Hacilar level VI utilized disengaged posts and the
size of the trees allowed for more massive and
longer spanning beams then was possible in the
Southwest desert and mesas. It is thought that
the changes in construction in these two towns
signifies a transition from an earlier timber
construction with infill walls to a more purely
masonry type where eventually mudbrick
buttresses take the place of posts.
A major divergence for Catal Huyuk from Hacilar
or the Pueblos are the predominant use of double
walls between what can be perceived as singular,
autonomous living units. Generally this unit
Q7~U
consists of a single main living room with usually
lateral access to associated smaller storage rooms
with grain bins and whose boundaries conform to
the dimension of the larger room. The horizontal
relationship so characteristic of the pueblos is
absent here. In the case of shrines 14 and 7 or
living rooms 34 and 18 two of these units are
connected laterally and divided only by a single,
common wall. "Each house had its own walls and
its own roof level different from those of
surrounding buildings." (Mellaart 1967:61) It
appears that the settlement was only one story.
Around the perimeter of each main room were
sleeping platforms. Buried under the largest which
is along the east wall is the skeleton of a women
sometimes with children. Children are also found
under subsidiary platforms. Alone under a corner
platform is occasionally an adult male. Whether
this is a husband, brother, or adult son is not
known. Burial patterns in the shrines are no
different except for "the rarity of males and
weapons and the frequent use of copper and lead
metres
scale
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as trinkets for women and children. Perhaps only
priestesses and their families were buried in
shrines." (Mellaart 1964:93) In general the
skeletons of women and children far outnumber
men. The majority of burials are similar in the
lack of major amounts of grave goods. A few,
however are conspicuous in their treatment and
these are mainly associated with the shrine
burials. The use of ocher and other paints and the
quantity and quality of funeary gifts suggests a
higher or at least a differentiated status not found
in the other two settlement examples.
That a patrilineal nuclear family would probably
exhibit different burial arrangements and ratios
along with the above described strong association
of women and children to their living places,
suggest a kinship that would be only measured
through the mother implying that this a matrilineal,
matrilocal settlement. However, the building
system does not have the same qualities which
characterize the collective and extended matrilineal
society of the Pueblos. In fact, with the use of
double walls devoid of doors or windows, it
emphacizes a strongly delineated household unit, a
developed sense of the limits and boundaries of
what constitutes a unit which is made up of a
single woman and children and sometimes an
associated male. The Pueblo counterpart is
comprised of related sisters, daughters,
grandchildren, and associated males.
This difference is also expressed in the use of
courtyards. Catal Huyuk was continously occupied
for 800 years. As was the Pueblo custom, earlier
rooms were filled in and their walls served as
foundations for the next levels creating a
continuity of dimension and layout. Courtyards
opened up as others were filled in with room
CARI'RL IW LUK(I lKSWR.LED 6LurNNTING-
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construction. As seen in the plans, by level VIB
there was a tendency towards a less dense
agglomeration containing more and larger open
areas with passages leading to them. It is
important to note that these openings were used
for sanitation and trash disposal and not for the
extension of domestic tasks or for animals. In
one instance at level _ an exterior yard contains
large bread ovens. Access through the roof must
have made it somewhat of a public thoroughfare,
but whether it served also for domestic functions
or not is unknown. The excavator suggests that
the edges of the settlement formed a continuous
unbroken wall and that this factor along with the
limited roof access implies purposes of defense
or fortifacation. In 800 years there is no evidence
of a sack or massacre. In comparison to the
Chaco Canyon Pueblos where configurations imply
an enclosed, defended form, the back walls are
perforated with small openings to allow access.
The later additions of front walls are low, forming
enclosure but not barriers to entrance.
Interestingly, the last inhabitations of Hacilar, I
and II, made up possibly different and much
smaller group then earlier levels, are clearly
fortified.
Hacilar
The buildings of Hacilar VI are better made than
other levels. Of the area excavated, walls are
consistently party walls made with stone
foundations and mudbrick above. Roomblocks are
separated by courtyards in which ovens are
located and into which light secondary structures
attached to the room walls extend. Access into
rooms is from grade level and there is evidence
of upper floors supported by the first floor posts
and which were reached by stairways from the
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courtyard. It is not known if these two levels
directly communicated through a floor hatch as is
the case with the Pueblos. All of this indicates
that courtyards were heavily used for movement
and domestic functions including ovens. It has
been suggested that in comparison to the earlier
Catal Huyuk, the people of Hacilar 'gave up'
access from the roof in order to enter from
grade. Among the prehistoric Pueblos, however,
these two methods existed concurrently, between
and within settlements. One did not preclude the
other. Rooms are not identical in layout,
dimension, or orientation but there were generally
agreed upon standards. A most interesting and
revealing aspect of Hacilar is the physical
reciprocity between 'units'. The staggering of the
primary walls of different rooms form usable
2.89 14A -AR TL
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Hacilar VI. Plan- of excavations in the main area (trenches
P,B,R,and Q)
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territories. In the case of Q4 and Q2 this territory
was occupied by a well and well court which is
probably used by others as well. There was
extensive lateral communication between what in
terms of the distribution of hearths and storage
bins are self sufficient units. To list them: Behind I
the ovens of Q5 and Q3 is a low narrow wall
above which is presumeably an opening. A
window in the southwest corner of P1 looks into
P3. A doorway in the west wattle and daub wall
of P2 leads into what is probably another living
room. There is a window between Q4 and 03,
and a doorway connects Q3 and 07. In some %
ways the construction pattern is reminiscent of
Kiet Siel. Onto more stolid and 'self standing'
rooms, for example Q2, Q5, other rooms appear
to be added like Q4 or created in the interstices ,
like 03, Q6, and 07. The west walls of P1 and 2.93 $Tm1,w'9 wFlopJTOFri
P3 appear to have been built in one stretch.
Exterior openings are of roomsize dimensions.
These factors possibly indicate, analogous to the
Pueblo system, the addition of rooms as needed
by daughters.
Overall, Hacilar is a much looser and additive
system, one which includes the territorial use of
open areas and upper levels. Of what was
excavated of level VI there are no distinctions
between houses, shrines, or workshops. "Traces of
cult were found in nearly every room."(Mellaart
1970:21), although there were much greater
concentrations in some - statuettes, baked and
unbaked, indicating the possible location of their
production. Unlike the Pueblos where storage and
grinding rooms existed sometimes quite
independently of living rooms indicating a possible
reciprocity among 'units', the room/units of
Hacilar seem to have incorporated these functions
within their limits.
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It is my hypothesis that these three settlements
exemplify varying types of matrilineal, matrilocal
societies. Based on a physical analysis, Catal
Huyuk is the most problematic. Although burial
treatment gives a good indication of a relatively
high status of women, there is no doubt in my
mind that this culture was in transition with regard
to their position in society. However, the location
of burials shows to me the strong physical and
probably jurisdictional association women had with
each house. What these places have in common,
for example the molding of the primary system;
the dense and flexible agglomerations - are, I fee',
a combination of characteristics of women
building or strongly involved. The greater rigidity
of the Catal Huyuk building system is reflected in
the more rigid delineation of territorial boundaries
and perhaps indicative of a more controlled social
system.
I 1. CATAL -  I1VIUK (OvN, MMEt55tooAbbIER
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"You are moving. You never
stay still. You never stay.
You never 'are'..... [Your]
movements can't be described
as the passage from a
beginning to an end. These
streams don't f/ow into one,
definitive sea; these rivers
have no permanent banks;
this body, no fixed borders."
-1 rigaray (Dellenbaugh) 1
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THE SITE
"I see the sun shining between
your ribs. The sky of an intense
blue is also visible in certain
intervals of their arrangement."....
-Wittig 2
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"Mly fingers are spread out
nailed down, mly palms are
turned towards the sun, the
metacarpals the phalanges are
extended. Mly hands are like
stars, I see at mly wrists the
blue veins, a broad network
on the inside of mly arms.
You apply your new
procedure to mie to inoculate
the sun, the veins and
arteries of mly wrists
artificially dialated. You are
obliged to hold mie on the
ground because of the
shaking of mly body. The
tips of your fingers are
sheathed in supple mirrors.
They radiate they catch the
heat they irradiate they
burn.....
"....You diffuse the sun's fire
over mle, you impose it on
mie without pause, dispersed
throughout the circuits of mly
blood it fastens on mly liver
mly lungs mly spleen.".....
-Wittig 3
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"GERTRUDE STEI N'S
experimental writing
(1911-1932) does not make
conventional sense. However,
it is replete with multiplied,
fragmented, unresolved
articulations of meaning, or
what I would call fecund
incoherence"......."but the
meaning it articulates
incoherently does have
thematic significance." -
DeKoven 4
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"Cosmos is defined as 'a
self-inclusive system
characterized by order and
harmony and complexity of
detail.'.....a female-centered
cosmos cannot be opposed tc
chaos. It is not the fixed
reality, closed and static, of
the patriarchal cosmos; ours
is constantly forming and
trans-forming. There is a
tension between the formed
and the as yet formless."
-Dellenbaugh 5
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.... mentw hole body is u y ur
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hair in handfuls, your nose is at a
distance, your face is all
dispersed."....."Your body is spread
still warm bleeding over the
entire surface of the ploughed
field, I gather you up piece by
piece. I reassemble you. I lick
each of your parts sullied by the
earth. I speak to you. I am seized
by vomiting...." 
-Wittig 6
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......mly blood leaves mly attached
limbs mly arms legs groins, it
does not flow through mly
intestines, I am no longer
nourished, mly lungs are not
oxygenated, mly breathing is
increasingly more difficult, / see
how completely emptied with no
more thickness than a geographical
map m/y skin is going to be
stretched out taut by you mly
organs all flat falling
spontaneously m/y bones turned
into powder crumbling, m/y entire
body now absolutely ready to be
fastened with drawing-pins on
your wall, may you be accursed
once and for all you whom I
clearly see standing sometimes
passing your fingers over mly
flattened body seeking the traces
of former canals of former
orifices." -Wittig 7
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"....Stein's characters have what we
can now call protean, continuously
shifting, composite identities,
which dissolve the absolute
distinction not only of gender (two
of the characters are named John
Mary and Simon Therese), but also
of the human and the nonhuman:
the heroine, Lucy Church, is part
woman part building. -DeKoven
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PUEBLO TRANSFORMATION
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".....you still holding mly cheeks
in your hands"......"Mly biceps
abandon mly arms. The arms
themselves fall entire to the
ground. Only mly cheeks remain
intact. A very strong smell of
moist earth spreads around. I see
plants rooted in the fibres of mly
muscles."......"I have no share in
this systematic transformation you
impose on mie." - Wittig 9
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Early historic mythology documents the conflicts
and transitions already evident in the much earlier
Catal Huyuk. In the creation story of the
Babylonian Semites, the Enuma Elish (2000 B.C.),
Anne Dellenbaugh finds an example of the mythic
(and real) replacement of an earlier belief system
with a new order. Drawing on Mircea Eliade she
writes: that the epic names "Tiamat as the
primordial creatix. She is identified with chaos.
Standard interpretations of the epic call her the
'symbol of darkness, of the formless, the
non-manifested,' who must be vanguished in order
for men to create a cosmos."'
Of the Gilgamesh epic of which the Enuma Elish
is part, Andree Collard writes that the great
goddess' fabrication of Enkidu, a "man-beast", to
protect the people, animals, and nature in general
from the oppression through war and rape by
Gilgamesh, "a king of the first dynasty in Uruk,"
represents a transitional element between old and
new. Enkidu is subsequently coopted to join
Gilgamesh's forces, part of his initiation being the
rape of "a priestess of Ishtar's temple." 2
This epic has been studied as source material for
the Bible. In that work:
"the earth was a formless void".... "Be fruitful,
multiply, fill the earth and conquer it, be masters
of the fish of the sea, the birds of heaven and all
the living animals on the earth." *
CONCLUSION
4.1 TML ftxt H1 .t
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1 Anne G. Dellenbaugh, "She Who Is and Is Not Yet; An Essay on
Parthenogenesis," Trivia 1 (Fall, 1982), 54.
2 Andree Collard, "The Rape of the Wild," Trivia 2, (Spring, 1983), 77,78.
3 Collard, Trivia 2, p.65.
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In the new mythology Athena is born from Zeus' brow, Eve of Adam's
rib, priestess's become temple harlots, goddess's the wives or daughters
of gods. The characteristics of this male fabricated and defined woman
are well known. She provides the material and the site of nourishment
for the living (male) seed. (Aristotle)
As incomplete, philosophically, physically:
"Thus man [wrote Hegel], in consequence of that differentiation, is the
active principle while woman is the passive principle because she
remains undeveloped in her unity. "1
Holland's critique of Sartres' "philosophy of female reduction" is
exemplified in a quote from Being and Nothingness : "The obsenity of
the feminine sex is that of everything which 'gapes open'......"It is an
appeal to being as all holes are." 2
In Gilligan's critique of Erikson: While in the adolescent male's
development, he becomes increasingly concerned with separation and
individuation, the female, according to Erikson "holds her identity in
abeyance as she prepares to attract the man by whose name she will be
known, by whose status she will be defined, the who will rescue her
from emptiness and loneliness by filling 'the inner space'."
What is reduced by the patriarchy as formless, a void, etc., is described
in feminist theory as a state of being in transformation, in flux, a
becoming - "between the formed and as yet formless" 4
Collard describes how the result of this transition of power embedded
itself in the social and physical fabric: "The house (domus) and its
holdings (familia) are now his to protect and defend. He is lord
(dominus), he dominates, he domesticates. This means that nature is no
longer treated as a complex of self-regulated organisms under a 'law' of
communal kinship but is brought under the law of one king, the single
rulers of monarchy and monotheism. "...."Father rule tears morality out of
' Dellenbaugh, Trivia 1, p.49.
2 Peggy Holland,"Jean-Paul Sartre as a NO to Women," Sinister Wisdom,
No.6, Summer 1978, p.74.
3 Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice, (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1982),12.
* Dellenbaugh, Trivia 1, p.57.
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the fabric of social conscience which had given mother-rule its
cohesiceness and turns it into a political catagory dectated and policed
from the outside, from above."'
In the pueblos we find a building system based on a perception of the
world and one's relation to it that is not like the structure Collard
describes above, and that has very little to do with the heterosexual
productive and reproductive unit. It is there, but only as part of a larger
and crucial system of relationship. In varying degrees this may be true
of the roots of many collective indigenous building systems.
The demarcation of territory on a domestic level as defined by the
reproductive family unit, in turn, serves as the model for the delineation
of territory and building at the public scale. The physical embodiment at
all levels of that family unit is characterized by rigid boundaries of
ownership and domain, creating a duality of inside or out. Transport and
other public systems are devised to link these units or pieces together,
but the fabric never transcends the generating piece. For example, in the
grid of Pompeii, although built with shared party walls, there is "no
problem to distinguish the territories that initiated the building." 2
Territorial boundaries become imperative and above all else, shape the
physical built formation. The New York three dimensional skyline is the
epitome of vertical isolated plots. (see figures 1.1,1.2)
Here again, one can point out the affinity feminism has with Smith's
architectural theory. Albiet for different reasons, he similarly puts into
question that hierarchically arranged and subdivided, formal built
abstraction as a viable, habitable world. Current planning models that
profess neutrality while setting up certain physical hierarchies and
relationships cannot be remotely neutral unless they question their
underlying social assumptions. Thanks to international planning these
assumptions become an imposed world wide model that creates and
perpetuates itself. These models are ignorant of the prehistoric and
historic diversities exemplified by the matrilineal, matrilocal traditions.
Their result is the division and isolation of women because she will
1 Collard, Trivia 2, p.8 3.
2 N.J. Habraken, Transformations of the Site, (Cambridge, Ma: Atwater
Press, 198 3),p. 151.
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always be associated with the unit-generated
domestic, and as long as the public polity is
implicitly conceived of, separated, named as a
male domain. Her presence there will always be
exceptional and, in general, her freedom of
movement inhibited.
It does not seem to be a coincidence that the
world described by Collard, Gilligan, et. al. and
envisioned by Wittig and Dellenbaugh has such a
basic similarity to the world as it was perceived
and structured by women in the past. It is
characterized by its constant and structural
transformation and ambiguity. A world conceived
on the principle of extended and overlapping
relationship, and on multiple and flexible primary
kinship.
By basing the third (last) model of the schematic
design on an actual pueblo, the work came closest
to an involvement with the "feminine
agglomerations" Wittig writes of. The earlier
attempts were more like conglomerations of solid
pieces. This illustrates to me the difficulty one
has (or I have) leaving the limitations of this
culture's predominant formal language behind.
Wittig is onto something when she suggests the
need for very basic formal transformations. Her
poetry bears this out. Hers is a radical vision, not
neccessarily a new experience but its new and
charged expression. Feminist architecture can
follow with a related expression. It needs to be
critical of architectural form and organization as it
is known. The pueblos provide one conceptual
alternative, one which is spatially forgiving and
flexible/optional, never a 'body' though this is
symbolically incorporated in the kiva form in its
relation to the earth and the sky. It is a complex
and adjustable configuration of territory and
113
horizontal relationship. The village as a whole is
perceived as an integral physical support for
ceremonies and rituals which in themselves are a
far-reaching connection to and inclusion of what is
mythically, temporally, and physically distant -
making them an immediate and individual
experience. In this is their affinity with Wittig, her
liquidfaction, decay, submergence, spatial
transformation, incorporation of things far away in
size, time, and meaning.
Where's the access, the streets, the houses; or for
Wittig where does the 'body' stop and start? Who
knows? - But their 'constructions' deserve much
attention.
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